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PREFACE

4

In the summer of 1983; with a grant from.the Ford Foundation, Resources for the
Future convened a workshop on "ntrakievelopmeni, poverty, and natural
resources." Over forty leading researchers and community development leaders
participated in the two-and-a-half day workshop. Workshop discussions were
organized around ten commissioned papers, commentators' remarks, and a .

luncheon address. The papers covered broad issues of rural development,
resource ownership and use, and the incidence of poverty and its relationship to
natural resources including six case studies focusing on specific resources in
various geographic settings.

The workshop papers and the comments on them are available in a six-part
series as follows: An overview paper summarizing the key topics and issues
discussed will be available in the spring of 1984.

Sociodemographic and Economic Changes in Rural America, by Kenneth L. Deavers.and
David L. Brown, Econdilic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; with'
comments by Ronald C. Powers, North Central Regional Center for Rural
Development, Iowa State University.

Rural Policy: An Independent View, by Edward J. Blakely, Institute of Government
-Studies, University of California, Bexley.

Part II

Income Distribution, Poverty, Natural Resources, and Public Policies: Conceptual and
Research Issues, by Emery N. Castle and Mark Goldstein, Resources for the Future, Inc.;
with comments by Philip M. Raup,' Depariment of Agricultural and Applied
Economics, University of Minnesota.

Part III

Real Income, Poverty, and Resources, by Irving Hoch, Julie Hewitt, and Vicky Virgin,
Resources for the Future, Inc.; with comments by Edna Loehman, Department of4
Agricultural Economics, Purdue University.



Part IV

Ownership Patterns of Natural Resources in Rural America: Implications
of Wealth and Income, by Marion Clawson, Resource's for the' Future,
conanents by Robert G. Healy, Conservation Foundation.

Part V

Distribution
.; with

The City House and the Country House: Land-Use Policies and flaral Poverty in
Northeast. by Frank J. Power, Resources for the Future, Inc.'

Coal, Poverty, and Development Policy in Eastern Kentucky, by Cynthia L Dungan and
William A-. Duncan, Mountain Association for Community Economic Development.

Development and Management OF est Resources for Rural Development in the Pacific
Northwest, by Joe B. Stevens,_ s sat ent of Agricultural and Resource Econoinics,
Oregon State University.

Natural and Human Resources: Major Public Policy and Minority Rural Land Ownership,
Management, and Use, by T. T. Williams, Richard Morse, and Avery Webber,
Tiskegee Institute; with comments by Paul Barkley, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Washington State University; Brady 1. Deaton, DepartMent of Agricultural
Eamomics, Virginia Polytechhic Institite and State University; and Marty Strange,
Center for Rural Affairs.

Part VI

titer and Poverty in the Helen Ingram, Univeisity of Arizona; F. Lee
Brown, University of N .Gary Weatherford, Santa Clara University; Gil
Bonem, the Center for Natural Resourtze Studies; Steve: Mumme, Color:ado State
University; and Wade Martin, Uniersity of New Mexico.

Indian Natural Resource Development: The Impact on Poverty: Overview of issues, and
Proposals for Research by Susan Williams, Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriven and _

Kampelman; with comments by John Folk-Williams, Western Networkrand Allen V.
Kneese, Resources for the Future, Inc.

The six-part serie$,:t :iheoverview paper are available from: the National
Center for Food afit: Policy, Resources for the Future, Inc., 1755
Massachusetts AvedOet

r.
Washington, D.C. 20036.

Kenneth R. Farrell, Director
National Center for Food and
Agricultural Policy



THE CITY HOUSE AND THE COUNTRY HOUSE:.
LAND-USE POLICIES AND RURAL POVERTY IN THE NORTHEAST

bylFrank J. Popper

For a region with an urban reputation, the Northeast is surprisingly

rural. The region--by the Census Bureau's definition, the nine states from

Maine through Pennsylvania and New Jersey=4has 7.39 million people in non-.

metropolitan areas,
1
.a larger populati.onithan New York City. Pennsylvania,

with fourteen Standard Metropolitan. Statistical Areas containing over'four-

fifths of its population, also has 2.15.million nonmetropolitan residents,

the biggest rural population of any state in the country.
2

The region is

full of large, sparsely settled, environmentally valuable near-wilder-

,. nesses: Maine's Unorganized Territories, Vermont's Northeast Kirigdora, New

York's Adirondack Park, New Jersey's Pine Barrens,-Pennsylvania's North

Cehtral Highlands, the-Delaware Water Gap bridging New Jersey and Pennsyl-

vania.

The region is heavily agricultural, especially in its Middle Atlantic

areas. Large darts of New York and Pennsylva?ia have historically had

highly productive agricultures, and New Jersey--away frot the twin' gashes

of the New sey Turnpike and the Garden State Parkway--deserves to be

called the Garden State. Yet the Northeast's six New England states -- which'

contain about three-eighths of itsarea and nonmetropolitan population3--

have rocky soil that mighb have totally prevented. farming had America been

settled west to east. Nowhere in the Northeast is agribusiness prevalent.
4

The Northeast has extensive'long-forested areas (the Adirondacks and
I

the northern part of Maine, the Pine Tree State), others' that are reverting

to forest as agricultuA declines (much of inland northern New England)
ri

and three national forests (Allegheny in Pennsylvania, Green Mountain in

Vermont, White Mountain in New Hampshire and Maine). The region has some

mining and other extrVtive industries--there is, For instance, much coal,

Frank J. Popper, a 1982-1983 Gilbert F. lipite Fellow at Resources for the
Future, now teaches in the Urban Studies Department at Rutgers University.



in northeast and western Pennsylvania, marble in. Vermont, granite in New

.Hampshire (the Granite State), still some oil in western Pennsylvaniap-and
1

the Adirondacks have tile world's largest zinc, garnet, ilmenite, an'ci open -

pit magnetite niines, Comparatively little of the Northeait (2 percent) is
6

federal land; there are no big national parks or Indian reservations', no

rangeldilds at all. But the Northeast has large state holdingsat last a

tenth of Connecticut, Newiork, and Pennsylvania is .in state' parks and
P'-

forests.
r

The region has rural. enclaves of .wealth- -in, for example, northwest

Connecticut, south coastal Maine, coastal Rhode Island, the Adirondacks,

parts of southern Vermont an4rNew Hampshire, Pennsylvania's Bucks County,

Massachusetts" Martha's Vineyard; Nantucket, and Cape Cod-that. are often

interspersed with (and served by) larger rural areas of poverty. .(The 1980._

poverty line for7sa farmdfamily of four, persons, two adults under 65 and two

children under 18, is an_annuil'income under $7,996,8 ) There are other)

more self-contain4d rural poverty areas. in northern and eastern Maine,

central and western Massachvetts, northern Rhode Island, northern New

Hampshire, the Northeast Kingdom, the Pine Barrens, central andowestern

Pennsylvania; and northern, central, and western New .York, especially the

Appalachian counties along the Pennsylvania border. The insulated Ooveity

areas usually have Unproductiy4 agricultures, or are near small,,fading.

mill or manufacturing towns:- The people 6; the rural Northeast, rich or

poor, are largely native-born whites. Only about 1 percent of the region "0

rural population is black,9 but approximatelf 26 pe;.cent of its rural

poverty population. The Hispanic, Indian, Oriental, and foreign-born

,proportions sof its rural poverty vpUlation are negligible. Eleven percent

cof its total nonmetropolitan population is in poverty.
11'

To the Midwestern or Western eye, much of the rural Northeast has a

half-European, well-maintained look. The British past is evidenteven in

such namelcas New Hampshire, New Jersey, New, York, New England, at a

greater remove PeAsylvania and Maine. The conservationist impulse--to

preserve the land heritage--is strong. Yet parts of ,the region are ex-

periencing fast growth in rural population. The Northeast is dotted. with

areas Of relatively recent second-home development: southern Vermont,

central New Hampshire,. the New Jersey shore, Pennsylvania's Podonos,

Massachusetts' Berkshires, New York's Adirondacks, Catskills, and Finger,



Lakes. New England 3s one of the centers of the back-to-the-land move--
ment

.1
7 Between 1970 and 1980, the nonmetropolitan counties of New Jersey.

grew by 52 percent. 13
Small Massachusetts and southern New Hampshire towns,

are attracting new high-tech factories. All these rapid land-use changes

haveinvigorated the region's traditional commitment to environmentalism:

For instance, a 1981 .studyi by a 'Chicagoan of sic nationally significant

experimentVin State land-use regulation.fOuid three in the Northeast--New

York'sAdiroihack Park Agency Act, Pennsylvania's program for

strip mining, and Vermont'; effort to plan and regulate most large land
uses.

14

T
Drawing its illustrations primarily from the Northeast, this paper

first argues that' most rural land -use policies have urban origins that
predispose them toward protecting existing prorly values,. q,timulAting

economic development on behalf of people who already have some (or a good
deal 9f) moneys and maintainingthe environment. The policies were never'

. much intended to help the pdor, promote broadly based economic development,
or- equalize the distribution of land resources (and the economic .return
'from them). In rural areas, as icurbas ones, the land-use policies have

largely succeeded in their primaiy aims. But as a:result, they havo--often

regrebsively-slighted antipoverty, broad economic- development, and hstri-
.

butionai coals Qr made their Attainment harder. 'The'peper then shows. that

rural land-use policies can reconcile ,the divergent sets of goals; it

'offers two`feasible approachet--one .ongoing, the other 'emerging--:that allow

land-use pt4icies(to:do-more for the poor, road economic developtent,"apd
,

resource redistribution without abandoning the pogdies '! initial objec-.

tives. The paper.concludes liith.suggestionb-for.land-usd- research th

would :aid the new approaches. With minor modifications, the paper's

m5nt applies in rural places outside the Northeast.

The City House: The Urban Roots of Rural Land-Use Policies

The two distinctive American contributions to land-use polidy are

zoning and the national park. -Americans invented them, and to this' day no

other nation has-a true equivalent ofizoning-. Both devices developed in

the Northeast in, the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries--
admittedly a time when the nation was more Northeastern than toddyi. Both



devices originated primarily with financially well -off, politica Iy liberal

WASP businessmen and citydwellersLProgressives, in the era's terminology--

who sought to restrain economic development and charm* it in the direc-
t,.

'tions they approved. Both devices are typically oppoSed by those they

harm: the proprietors of pariah and not-yet-arriited industries, some

established i.ndustrialists who dislike any public.interiidntion that does

not subsidize, them, .othersinoluding the urban and rural poor - -who would

benefit from the development the devices prevent. Both de ep are, pro -

foundly urban.

Zoningestablishing districts arcontrolling the land uses in them--

is the better-known case. In 1909 the Supreme Court upheld a zoning-like -1^

1903 ordinance that limited the height of Boston buildings, but the de-

vice's earliest precursors were the nuisance laws, often going back to

colonial times, that restricted the location mid operation of objectionable

land uses such as factories, tanneries, and sl ughterhouses. Well into the

twentieth century, zoning mechanisms'wert use23 to segregate objectionable

poor,people such as the blacks and Irish. Net,/ York's landmark 1916 zoning

krdinance'foUght objectionable land uses objectionable poor people;

wealthy Protestants and Cerman Jews on Fifth Avenue instituted it to pro-

tect the affluent resideniial.and shopping dittrict from'the.spread of

Seventh Avenue garment factories owne by poorer Polish and Russian Jews

and operated by far,poorer immigrants:, from a variety of ethnic back-

grounds.
15

The New York ordinance eventually led\ the Commerce Department under

Secretary Herbert Hoover and President (also\former Massachusetts Governor)

CalolVin'Coolidgethen cOnsidered the sort of Ooderate.Republicans who would

save business from its excesses --to' issuev model zoning legislation; the

192'4 Standard State Zoning Enabling Act was quickly', adopted by the,many

states that wanted their localities to zone. A 1 92f Massachusetts zoning
\,

ease, Nectow v. City oeCamtrlAge, went to the SupreMe Cour and became one
;

of the key decisions upholding the device. By 1930 'pearly ry state had

enacted,a version of the enabling act pe'rmitting zoning in all or most of

their counties, cities and towns. During the voracious post -19L expan-

sion of most metropolitan areas, zoning became suburban - -and again acquired

a reputation as a means to exclude objectiona le-poor people and their

in4ustrial and residential` land uses. The 1 70s ervironmental variants of,
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suburban zoning-- growth- control ordinances, urban limit Mnes, and the

like - - confirmed the reputation. Nearly_ all large- and medium-sized Ameri-

can municipalities have zoning, and it has now. been the nation's basic

urban landuse control for two ,generations.

The origins of,the national park and its variants are similarly urban,,

Northeastern, established - wealthy. The first proposal for a' "nation's

park" (in the Riockies)ame in 1832 from George Catlin, a Philadelphia

writer and painter of substantial means, who later-..along with otherNorth-

easCpatricians such as Cornelius Hedges and Nathaniel Langford-- lobbied

for the 1872 creation of YellowstOne4ititThnal Park. Among their allies was

perhap's the richest man in the country, Jay-Cooke, the New York City 'banker

and railroad magnate, who believed the mote park would attract tourists
6who would have to come by train.. New York State's 1892 creation of the

Adirondack Park, the Northeast's first major state park-(and as big as

Vermont, larger than any national park outside Alaska), was motivated by

such figuresas "Adirondack" Murray, an eminent Boston 'clergyman, and

Verplanek Colvin, a comfortable Albany naturalist, along with numerous

wealthy residents of New York City who owned large Adirondack "camps"- -

actually lavish summer-estates of rustic decor.
17

Subsequent. national

)forces in the park-and-forest movement were New York's_ Theodore Roosevelt,'

Pennsylvania's Gifford Pinchot, New Jersey's Woodrow Wilson (whose admin...

istration established the National Park Service in 1916), and New York's

Robert Marshall-- Progressives all. Local poorer residents,of Wyoming,

Montanaf-and NeW York resisted the creation of the Yellowstone and

Adirondack Parks,18 just as the ,lets wealthy neighbors of national and

stateparks, forests, and wildelmesses resisted latet public acquisition's.

Those who sometimes travel thousands of miles for recreation on these

'lands--gersons whom University of California, Santa Barbara historian

Roderick Nash calls "nature importers
"19

--have traditionally been

relatively affluent.
20

Zoning and the national park share not only urban social origins, but

also urban underlining assumptions. B9th devices are intended to limit

densities--of land uses and populations, and therefore of structures and

technologies (such as automobiles and manufacturing processes). Both de-

vices restrict quantitative' increases in' densities (more apartments or

trailers in suburbs, say, or more roads in national parks) And 'qualitative'
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shifts in their. components or character that are in effect increases in
.

density-(more poor people in city neighborhoods and suburbs, more logging

in national parks). Boy devices are based-on the assumption that in-
r

creases in densities produce greater negative externalities (trot is,
,-

higher third -party _social costs). Yet the assumption, while valid in

crowded cities and suburbs, is .often uncertain in rural -was, especially

lightly settled ones that have room to absorb many of the externalities.

The devices also assume that decreases in densities--rare in urban,

areas--are not much of an issue; in the ikely event that they occur

naturally, the devices will not stand in t eir way. The devices assume

that large numbers of apparently plausible increases in densities are in
d .

fact bad, must beprevented,or at least controlled. The devices, in their

emphaSis on limiting densities, amount. to urban mechanisms for ruling out

manykforMS of urban develOpment.

The Urban, density-limiting assumptions of zoning and the national

park extend into their operating principles. Both devices rely on regu-

latory mechanisms backed by land-use plans or maps--each mutually rein-
,

forcing ways to prevent unwelcome densities. Both devices set density
n

standards for land usesfor instance, minimum lot sizes in urban areas,

camping restrictions in national parks, aesthetic criteria everywhere.

Both devices separate land uses; forbid combinationsof land use's incom-
,

patible in. abutting areas, confine some land uses to designated'areas,

designate areas prohibited to _other landouses, prohibit'still other land

uses anywhere--all to limit depsity and its conseqUences. Urban zoning

ordinances that,- cluster"factaries are equivalent to national park regula-

tions that group 'concessions. The suburb's R-1-residential zon6Where

(single-family homes are permitted but apartments pi-ascribed has its coun-
.

terpart in the nAonal forest's waderness area where grazing 'ia allowed

but mining outlawed. And so on. Thus zoning and the national park employ

urban, denSity-limifing te6hniques to cut off a good deal of land-use

change.

The devices have never charthed those who might benefit most from

land-use change--the poor. The suburban exclusionary zoning that, for

example, requires half tie vacant ential land within miles of New

York City's Times Zquare/4to have size of.af lea-st an acre2 has loNg

been a target of civil-rights atia public-housing groups. In Poustah, the

11



only large American city without zoning, poor blacks and Hispanics have

always opposed it because they see it as a threat to their chances of

-bringing th- extra cash by operating a grocery in the front of their house
,

or a repair shop in the garage; .'wealthier groups in the City have been

somewhat more likely to support zoning.22 The West's recent Sagebrush

Rebellion Was in part a revolt by the local (white) poor Against the con-

straints all forms 'of federal,ptaolic-land place on.local:economic devel-

opment.
23

There have been, similar, local r'esistances to North Carolina
24national parkS, and Minnesota national wildernesses.. In Norrth 'Carolina's

Swain County (80 percent federally owned), residents complain that t

- Great. Smoky Mountains National .Park 'is the most visited rational parkin
the U.S., but that doesn't help.our economy any. "25 In urban areas or near

ratio al preserves, the poor tend to see zoning and the national park--
, .

correct "as-alien urban creitIons impO$ed'o y s.on them or physic-
ally distant urban elites. 'The devices defend' the economicintereof
existing',, property 'owners by hi Bring the creation ,ofriewonaids: They

protect..the environment for, people securely established in it. ``ey stiMu-

late economic d!;velopmentfor people who already peofit from it. They do

little or nothinefor the poor.

The County .House :. The Rural Application of` Urban Land-Use Policies,

The vast bulk of rural land-use policies, 16 both small towns and the

countryside, are essentially copies, of zoning'and the national Park. They

use urban approaches so as to limit di4sitY. They restrain economic devel-
_

opment, confine it'to pathsthat do not much help the poor. Sometimes the

rural
# land-use- policies-are 'the products of transplanted or multiresi-

.

denced_urban elites. Often the rtiral land-uSe policies are actual imita-!,

tions of urban ones. When, in the early-1970s, the central Vermont townie

-Woodstock (1980 population:- 1,178), had to redo its zoning:beoause it was

4k-undertaking a historic-preservation'prhram largely financed by the Rocke-

feller family, it slightly adapted model language put out by the nearby

'Ottauquechee Regional -Planning Commission. The commission ,-;h:ct in turn

borrdwed its language from the zoning of Burlington, Vermont's largest

city, which derived from the ordinance of Boston, New England's 1,argest
ze

cip --on back to the.1924 Commerce Ddpartment model enabling act, the

1.2
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- "

19,1c, Neii York City zoning lay,*.and the 1903 Boston one. In their, traiisfer

.from:urban to rural areas, land-use policies undergo some change miilitaum"

, 4' 'lot sizes becoMe larger, say, or. sawmills replaCe apartments as objection-
s

ble uses:' Sut.the rural, land-use Policigs vem44n variations on an urban,

asity- limiting theme.

Until'atjleast the early 1970s, however, many rum' Iocalities-were

to'adopt';arnd-use 4416icies°: Some were 'too, poor to want-them,

I

others :tdo lightly?Settled td-need
,
them, ,still-pthers too .conservative oe

ruggedly individualist to tolelmte them. -There were localities that, for

instance, considered-the policies- a step, toward socialism; in 1g74f'.,,

Bolivar, New York' (1976 population: 1,285), in Appalachian-depressed

Allegany County, rejected zoning. as 'a crypto..Communist plot anda bit

inconsistentlybecause "Spii"o Agnew 'started as a,zoning.officer."27 Sonie

rural localities adopted land-use policies, but -only in the weakest form

th0y could arrange., They were'largely unwilling to take,advantage'of the

opportunities offered,by the state enabling acts. As of 1967, nonMetro--

politan local governments spent-an average of 70 cents a year.foreach

resident on-all land-use activities
28
- -a figure that represented under

$1,000 annually for a treown with the 1960 populatioh of Woodstock, Vermont.

In=1971, only 40 percent of Ney York State"3 towel, had zoning, And no coun-

ties.
29

There haVe been repeated cases in Connecticut and New Jersey where

lightly staffed rural local governments could hot:evem find copies of their

planning documents or-zoningordinanceS. 30 Such communities' true .ands -use

policies were not to have Any., The localities allowed economic develop-

went - -at whatever rate - -to proceed unaffected ky land-use policy.

Yet by the early 19t0s the nationaldexelopment boom that had-lasted

the entire previous decade was putting growth pressures on rural areas that

had never experienced them. The InterstatesiOre beginning to'be com-

pleted--for example, Interstate 87, the NorthWa'y made the Adirondacks

easily accessible to much of the NortheaSt. New second-home ,c6ploni;s

developments appeared throughout the region, especially in Pennsylvania:3

Poconos and New York's Catskills.31 Much of the region's farming continued

to decline, particularly in New England --for first time Vermont had

more :ilancows.32 Northern New Englandl from the St. Lawrence

Valley to central Maine, was one or America's great areas, of nonmetro-

AN!



politan population growth.33 The environdental movement emerged to resist

all these land-use transformations
-

A rarge number of governments in the rural Northeast responded with

more active land-use policies; but again they used the urban_ of

'zoning and the national paz;k to counter what was ,considered too much--,or

the wrong kindS.of econ8raic developmeht. Some relatively-wealthy locali-

ties, such as Woodstock, strengthened their toniniron _their own initiative.

Other Iccalities-=for instance, in Massachusetts.-invigorated their

conservation commissions, a municipal body indigenous to New England that
r

often combined regulatory (zoning) and preservation (national park) func-

tions.
34

Most states began to zone environmentally important areas or activi-

ties. With federal funding Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New Jersey
. .

produced effective coastal-management programs. Pennsylvania began a pro-

m to control strip-mining that became a national model and eventually

ceived federal funding. iMhinp developed a program to regulate siting of

large #;aciiit4es, and Vermdnt one to zone the whole state and also give
7 h

localities incentives to zone. Many, Northeast states-- Massachusetts was a

lbaderdevised programs to preserve wetlands. 35 New York and New Jersey
a

began start zoninkprOgra4o,preserve farmland, and localities such as

Pennsyl4lialsAliest ***A:Township ones.36 Many states

,startedspecialregional'Proms to limit'd4velopment in rural areas of

mainly, private holdings (Massachusetts' Martha's.Vineyard, New York's Tug

11111) and in ones that mixed_ private and publicmainly state--holdings

(Neii York's Adirondack Park, New Jersey's Pine Barrens, Maine's Unorganized

'erritories).37 All the Northeast states showed a'nenewed interest. in

maintaining and protectihg their state- parks and forests and (if they had

them), their national ones.

The rural poor have consistently been indifferent or opposed to these

measures,)for they get little benefit from them. The measures have always

tt were, tor wealthy urbanites with country houses to pro-

-and thydr: sUrroundings and.to keep too many other people,

from.getting,their own country houses. In rural areas with

seemed ways,' as

tect themselves

urban or rural,

strong and seasonally stable economies (perhaps based on recreation or

-tourism), the meastires.zieemeid:ways for wealthy ruralites to maintain a
,

regithe that had'hO'real'( p 'Is& the rural rpoor. In the more numerous

14



places.,with weak, failing, or seasonally unstable economies, the measures

offered the oor even less. In the(Adirondadks, where a fifthOf the

permanent population lacks indoor plumbing and the unemployment rate be-

en September and June-often'goes well over 20 percent, the introduction

of the Adirondack Park Agency's regional land-use controls provoked what

amounted to a civil resistpce--featuring "citizen speak-outs," demonstra-
.

tions in Albany, deliberate-non-compliance, andlow-10e1 violence.rbetween

1973. and 1977 and resentment that lingers still. The Adirondack experience

deterred New York State'framcreatink an equivalent agency for the Cats-

kills. 38 A speaker of the Vermont House, a far-from-wealthy farmer,

denounced he state's land-use Program--for much of the 1970s perhaps the

nation's most ambitious--ascoming from the "stratosphere of the elite."39

there is little evidence that poor or small farmers greatly

support farmland-preservation programs that rely on. state zoning,
40

since

theyoftenwantachancetoselltheirovide for
their retirement.

10

S.

-..Urban-style state and local programs td limit the density of rural

land use often favor large', developers, rigidity land markets, increase

Icosts for builders and buyers, keep up property values, and even promote

economic development,
41

but there is evidence that the economic

development massively reaches the rural poor, much less that It redistri-

butes resources to them. Although these are not supposed to be environ-
. ,

mental programs for wealthy urban vacationers or rural rich people, the

poor 'ste them that way. I onde walked through Lake Placid, New York (1980

populaiion: 2,490), With a'none400-affluent local. opponent of the Adiroriel

.
dack Park Agency, a farmer who suddenly gestured to the surAounding, quite .

present mountains and wilderness, saying, "Look at it:all.It's gorgeous.

It may not be pristine enough for those APA purists, but it's basically
,

.

undeveloped and nearly all of it has no chance of ever v%eing built up.

That's fine with me. It shows we've dorie a good job of protecting the
0

place an these years. Now these arrogant outsiders from the Agency-come

.in, tell us we're ignorant about our own land."
42

This is not an anti-

enyironmental know-nothing, a builder-at-any.;price-rit is a min who both

cares for rthe land and knows h, has to make, his living from it. His voice

is authentic,,,,the poor do not differ substantially from others in their

1
nvironmentalism, or do rural people or Northeasterners.3 But too many

F ',

F
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land-use policies threaten-- however inadvertentlyto keel the rural poor

in picturesque eeverty. Then they deliver on their promi3e.

Ignoring the City Houses. Pural-,Style Land-Use policies

Might the irohlse be different? The, 4wer is yes. In recent years

many rural Northeast governments have started to pursue hand -use policies

that do not have urban _origins or dendity-limiting intentions, and _so rit

rural settings better. The new policieswhether-they are e-a reaction toi

Depression-level conditions in rural economies or the'inability off' past

policiet to 'help (or avoid harming) the poor- -ay more ,attention to'eco.7

nomic development than previous ones. The new policies are a way/ of accom

modating or encouraging market forces,pperating in rural places without

assuming_they are totally like those in Iran ones. -
±

A number of rural Northeast governments no longer automatically take

fhe urban, appi-oach of limiting development's' dens4.ty; stead they limit

its externalities, regardless of density In the inte est of economic'

development they assume that increases in externalities, not in,d

are the proper concern Of land-use policiepa sensible assumption anywhere
110 44

(including cities and suburbs ), butt especially in rural-areas laqking

.dense p8pulations. In Massachusetts, fat' instance, small toins such h-as

Charlemont, Conway, Gay Head, and Groton do not establish zoning4listricts

based on lantuse classifications, city plans, or maps", nor do they 'even

try to control the loCatidif projects. They merely require that new

progcts meet performance teststhat industrial developments, say, meet

specified air - and water-pollution standards. 45

Along similar lines, many local governments 'do not try to' r tect

farmland by agricultural,zoning or other preservation-area deVices to fix/

the sites of farms--Ather, they try to give financially marginal farming

the means to resist the externalities, economic and otherwise of competi-

tor land uses. As of 19800 all states-but Georgia and Kansas had property.

taxes giving Parmlandespeially that_h4ld by poor people--preferential
et

treatment.
46

(Most states have other tax breaks for'non-farmer ruralites
v..

who arw-income or land-poor.47) New York had reduced inheritance taxes
,

on farmland estates so that .hard-pressed heirs would not be 'compelled to

sell their-land for non-farm uses;
48

it .also had .a state law protecting

16
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-terming against local zoningcommonly called a "right -to- farm" law:49

-Connecticuti ,Massachusetts New HampshireI:and Rhode Island, as well as

Burlington County, New Jersey-, and Suffolk County, New York, had programs

to buy deIeiopment rights far farmlandthat is,-.easements that would keep
. f

it from being developed. As 1982 the !Connecticut AgriCulture De4oart-

ment'i prograi=then less than four years old - -had bought- development

rights for 2,350 abres on nine farms at about $1,600 an acre. These had

been.seleeteid.fi.om'ciVer 250 offers to sell, development rights.51. PennsyLz

, 52'
vania'had several forms'of Property- and inheritance-tax relief that, were

speo"ificaliy intended for the poor, a right-to-farm law, a program to buy

development rights, and a governor's,e4ecutive order prohibiting state

Igencies from taking deVelopmentact that would diminish-thesupply of
ta,

prime farmland .52
r ,

In an iiiteresting'variatin on'defending- the land uses of the poor

from the externalities of those of the wealthier, New Jersey's Pinelands

dtmmisdionexempts'the main .residencei-of "Pineys " --a nonderogatory term

for the often-poor natives of the .,Pine Barrehs-,-from the minimum-lot-size

requirements .others- must meet. 'die Commission believes that the Pineys

'represent "a cultural, social, and ecopotic link t9 the essential chareCter

of the Pinelands." If as Piney, wishing to build a dwelling on a lot. cars

show membership(in a family 1hfat has lived In the Pinelands for at least 20`

years and primary emp ypent.in resource-related activity in the Pine-

lal,ds (lumbering, bog-i duction, sand-and srAvel extraction, or: agri-

culture such as cranberry or blueberry cultivation), the lot-size require-

me t is reduced or Nafted.
53.

Some rural NOrtheak- governme have deliberately. begun to neglect

both the densities and externalities of developmentthey have simply

stepped away from their past land-use policies in order to promote growth.

In an early instance, in the middle 1970s, the AdirOndack Park Agency-:-

pressure from the.park's localities that had' consistently resisted

the agency "s concept of environmertalism--gave up-reguietrry jurisdicti n

over most wetlands, modified itb minimum -lot-size requir4ments (which pre-

viously had allowed' only one new building per 43 acres on most of the

Park's private land), became less insistent that localities zone (or zone
. ,

all their. land or use the zoning techniques the agency wanted), .hired a

-17,
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staff economist who was an Adirondack native (both firsts), and simplified

and, speeded _procedures for applicants, especially small ones.
54

More recently, a large number of Northeast rural localities have

sought to apply to their land-use policies the litaganesque perspective of

"regulatory reform." In north-Central tOnnecticut, for instance, Windsor

1980:populations.;5, 04) has established an interagency group, described,as

"the point of final appoach for most development applications," that

allows representatives of every relevant city department to comment on a

project proposal; the developer gets the group's written re:_omMendations

the end of the )Ay55--highly expeditious treatment. Federal support for

state coastal-management and stripAining programs has dwindled, as have

the programs-themselves. Environmental iinitiatives in tate and federal

perks'and forests have fallen off. In other situations necessarily hard to

document, rural governments ma? quietly drop or trot enforce their past

land-use policies. Still other governments, especially in the poorest

localities, never really had land-use policies and so need not dispense

with them to entice or stimulate development that will help the poor.
r

Owning The Country Houses A More Drastic Approach

There is a more radical way to disregard the' densities, externalitieS,

and ,regulation of land uses; a new approach to- economic development-or

rather, one recently rediscovered in an American context--directly attacks

pr- sent patterns of rural landownership and their distributive consequen-

ces. The approach, assumes that the concentrated ownerships charact ristic,

in the Northeast, of ,he age of the mill towns and_the timber barons are

still alive. It assume, 4: land--a key ,factor of productidn--is denied

the poor, with,, results unfair to them and inefficient fOr the larger

society. The approach therefore tries to find ways to-give the rural poor

greater access to land.

In areas of-the country with better soils than most of the, Northeast--

the Midwest, 7for.example--the.approaCh takes the form of giving small, or

aspiring farmers credit subsidies to buy land,56 but in the Northeast it
.

has focused on community land trusts. These are institutions where And is

owned by a nonprofit (and therefore lightly taxed) group that rents it__

usually at below-market pricei--to individuals for timbering, farming, or
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homesites for as long as 99 years. The trust s initial land typically

comes through donation (often creating tax breaks for the'donor). The

rental income pays forlproperty taxes and. the 'purchase of additional land.
,

There are operating land...trusts in, among other rural Northeast lodalities,

St. George, Vermont; Hancock County, Maine; the MonadnoCk Mountain area of

southern New Fampshire; and the Ottauquech

riont. A primeiadvantage of land ,trusts is

come from anywhem._ The one in poverty --s trick

percent of the 'adult population cannot qualify f

Valley area of central Ver-

h t the initial donation may

Hancock.Countywhere 91

aloank. loancame from

lc-development potentilaithe Carmelite order of nuns. The long-run

of land trus s has barely been tapped.
57

St

A more challenging alternative is to take political action against the

large ownegshipsto document their extent, chart their impacts, and advo-

ca'e vays to undo hem. Several Nader-style groups, federal and state

research agencies, and investigative reporters have in-recent yeart found

that the concentration of American rural landownership is much like that of

a Third World country to which the State Department would recommend land

reform. In Maine seven outside timber-and-paper companies, none with head-
,

quarters closer than Stamford, Connecticut, own 6.5 million acres --over a

.third of the state's land'(and- an area larger than Massachusetts and Rhode

Island combined) that accounts for 87 percent of the timber industry's

-landholdings, in Maine and. 90-percynt of its production.58 In the Adiron-

dacks one perdent of the'owners.hold more than the private-land, and

three timber firms own more than 125,000 acres ut 195 square miles)

-apiece.59, Thelittfle-known Coe-Pingree timber holdings in New Hampshire

and Maine- -owned by one family -- reportedly total about 1.1 million acres.
60

The less-known holdings of the Phipps family.descendants of Andrew

Carnegie's onetime accountant and reputedly the biggest Northeast land-

owners- -have never been publicly estimated.
61

The most revealing data for the overall region comes from the Agricul-

ture Department'S 1978 Landownership Survey, which found that the largest 5

percent of owners--whether individuals or corporationsheld '35 percent of

the Northeast's farmland, ranging, from 46 percept in Main to 18 percent in

Vermont. Looking at the. figures from the opposite standpoint- -that of the

poor--the smallest 37 perclet of owners held less than 3 percent of the

Northeast's farmland. When the Survey examined all of the Northeast's
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land--that is, primarily rural land rather than farmland--it found that the

largest 1 percent of owners held 146 percent of the region, with a high of

73.percent in Maine (presumably because' of the timber holdings) and a low

of 14 peicent in Vermont. The largest 5 percent of owners held 76 percent,

with 87 percent in Maine and 37 percent. in Vermont. The smallest 87 per-

cent of owners held 10 percent of the Northeast's land. 62 pis is not the

even diStribution of rural-landownership envisioned by J:gffersonian yeoman

democracy.

By far the best recent study of the economic-development impacts of

concentrated rural Land ownership comes from central and southern Appala-

chia. A six - state, 80-county project sponsored by the Appalachian Regional

CoMmission, led by the laghlander Center- in New Market, Tennessee, and
*-

conductbd by 60 local people around the region first documented the re-

gion's concentrated ownership-- primarily by large absentee coal, oil, and

timber companies and wealthy individuals. Then it demonstrated that the

big landowners consistently (usually intentionally)'avoided property taxes,

used their near-monopoly positions to depress local wage rates and supplier

prices, kept public services at minimum levels to discourage competitor

.corporations and industries, prevented diversification of economic oppor-

tunities, constrained the supply, of land and housing, impeded the expansion

of local lending institutionsf and drew capital out of the region. The

result for many fOCal people was poverty--low income, little job security,

high unemployment, no credit, prevalent company or one-industry towns,

vulnerability to boom-and-bust cycles, inadequate public services, exces-

sive taxation for what services there were, high prices for-land and

housing. The ownership patterns went a long way toward explaining rural

Appalachia's decades-long depression. 63
Although Appilachia's rural owner-

.

ship concentrations are somewhat higher than the Northeast's64 and their

effects more marked, one can recognize Appalachia-like inhibition of eco-

nomic development in many of the poorer parts of the rural 'Northeast, such

as northern Maine's timber counties or some, of. western Pennsylvania's coal

ones.

While none has been pursued in the Northeast, there are plausible

policies ,that ,could reduce ownership concentration and its impacts. As a

direct result of the'Appalachian Regional Commission-Highlander Center

project, Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, and West Virginia have passed laws

20
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to make large landowners pay a greater share of property taxes.
65 Several

dwest states have long limited
)
corporate and outside ownership of land or

farmland.
66 In some iar-monopoly situations, antitrust laws could be

invoked against concentrated ownerships.
67 Community orgatizers are always

pleased with the education and mobilization that follow local publicity

about concentration figures; for this purpose and.for monitoring changes in

landownership concentration over time, it would be helpful if the Agricul-

ture Department's 1978 Landownership Survey- -the first such national effort

since 19466$- -could be repeated regularly, perhaps every t n years. States

and rural localities could undertake similar surveys. Som environmental

impact statements could be requir,dto deal with the ownershippconcentra-

tion effect's of pro sec projects/. Local and state land-use bodies'could

do likewise in their regulatory reviews. Public and private groups could

do tore to examine ownership concentration, its trends, and its conse-

quences.

Understanding the Country House: Needed Land-Use Research

Most past rural Ian -use policies, because-they originated in cities

or atong the Wealthy (us Ily both), have not done much to stimulate

broadly based rural econo c development or herp the rural poor. The newer.

rural-style land-use po cies and attacks on concentrated ownership may yet

do more. The time could be propitious. The federal government, except for

some anti-pollution, taxation, and data-gathering activities, has largely

lost interest in rural land-use policies, leaving. the field free for state

and local initiatives. The deep rural recession that has hit many already,

poor areas in the -last few years shows few signs of dissipating and may

eventually provide a climate for) sharp policy departures comparable to that

of thet1930s. Misguided or regressive conceptions of environmentalism are

giving. way to ones with more room for economic development.

What sort' of research would clarify the. possibilities for the newer

policies? First,. itwould,help to know more about what effects the poli-

cies that have been adopted--for instance, performance standards, prefer-

ential taxation, right-to-farm laws, purchaSes of development rights,

regulatory simplification and' streamlining, the federal government's

desertion of state land-use programs, property taxation Aimed more at the
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large owner, limitations pn ownership concentration- -are actually having.

In some circumstances regulatorl reform may harm the environment or anti-'

oWnership meastres discourage economic development, but we do not know if

such policies' costs exceed their benefits'. Nor do we know their un-

expected costs and benefits, or their tradeoffs between short- and long-

term effects. AlongNthe same Lines, we need more research on-what happens

to the,poor rural localities that renounce (or never.had) effective land-

use policies. These near-desperate bids to get or retain develoPment--do

they succeed? Do they fail? Do they make any difference at all? Do they

work for some projects or places but nototAersZ We' have no idea.

Second, it would be useful to take: another look at the economies of

scale that are supposed to justify the accumulation by corporations and

wealthTindividuals/6i large amounts-of land. Are large timber operations,

mines, or farms really more efficient thad small ones? Do they in fact

result in lower prices'and better products for consumers, higher%wages'aad

better working conditions for employees, and less total ,environmental

damage? The Appalachian. findings suggest"not, as does a good deal of re-

search on California agribusiness,69 but there is no hard evidence for any

rural Northeast land.tise..'The economic -advantages of large scale, if they

exist at all, may spring mainly frog artificial biases such as inequitable,

taxes; better access to credit and government, more advantageous tie-ins.

with suppliers, buyers, and middlemen, and the ?almost automatic assumption's

of business people, bankers, pub1 officiNs, and economists that the

large producer must inherently be more efficient. But on closer analysis

if the biases were reduced or even if they were not, the small producer

Might emerge as more efficient (and benevolent) in a surprising number of

situations. Alternatively, the large producer might not have to be so*

large, and there might be more room for new small produ'ers. Yet without'

analysis--for instance, a comparison of two similar rural Maine small

towns, one owned_ primarily by a few large timber companies and the other

with more dispersed ownership--we do not know.
70

Last, we need a better conceptual framework for devising and evaluat-,

ing rural land-use policies, one less dependent on urban, density-limiting

assumptions.
71

Too many--indeed, nearly all--of the ways we have_typically

looked at rural land-use Changes are obvious borrowings' of century-old

concepts from cities and suburbs. The transplants are deavative, super-

..

22
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ficial, unable to take root in the countryside. They rarely work truly

well, even for the rich. They most often harm the boor. There have to be

more effective ways to examine and choose land-use policies than 4y

focussing only on the densities and externalities they create in rural'

areas that may already have abundant room to absorb both. Better ways to

comprehend rural land-use policies would devote at least as much attention

to economic development as to its side 'effects., might lead to arrangements

that combine more development on.rural land with greater equality in its

ownership. If we are to help the rural poor, we need a deeper grasp of

what is happening on their meager bit of earth.

2 3
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COAL, ,KINERTY AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY IN EASTERN KENTUCKY

by Cynthia L. Duncan and William A. Duncan

Introduction

Bumper stickers on cars and pickup trucks in. eastern Kentucky read:
.b

COAL IS KENTUCKY'S ACE IN THE HOLE. State agencies and Congressional

representatives promote Kentucky coal, seeking larger markets and smaller

environmental, health, safety,,, and taxation ,costs for the industry.

Congressman Hal Rogers, from southeastern Kentucky, recently-introduced a

bill which would eliminate a'15 percent cut, in the depletion allowantts for

coal and iron ore, scheduled' to take effect next October. He said, "We

already have huge piles of coal sitting on the ground. Eqlaipment-is lying

idle. Coal operatoft already have. their backs against the wall. 'The last

thing in the world we need is another tax 'increase' like this one" (The

...Hazard Herald-Voice, June 23, 1983). .When the Republican candidate for

governor in the state met' with coal industry executives' recently, he

proinised to reduce taxes and regulations for the industry if elected

(Lexington Herald-Leader, September 15, 1983).

These politicians are echoing their constituents' 'pointofview.

Almost every coal county resident- -store clerks, car dealers, miners, and

mine operators- -will' agree that the jobs which accompany growth in the coal

Industry are the key to the region's prosperity. HoWeverl.coal actually

does. not provide many jobs compared,to the capital investment required.

(Checchi, 1966)'and the. costs borne by communities. the jobs it does

provide come and go with a volatilemarketwihout improving income distri-

bution or overall community weal-being. Like other primary industries,

The authors work at the Mountain Association for Community Ecdnomic
Development (MACED), Berea, Kentucky. This paper is_ part of a project
funded by the Ford Foundation which explores ways to make natural resource
developMent benefit the region's communities. Ann R. Tickamyer contributed
substantially to earlier .work on these issues, and she and Thomas.Ford and
Susan Seghler.provided-helpful criticisms of an earr draft.
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coal is especially sensitive to business cycles and changing world marketS.

Historically, the brunt of .the induptry's instability has bin borne by',

coal miners and coal communities.

In this paper we argue that coal mining has not been "developmental

in eastern Kentucky and brought lasting benefits to coalfield reiidentsand'

their communities because _public policy has tailed to'Make it developmen-'

tal. For over a century the, dominant theme in state, and federal policy

measures regarding coal has been promotion of market-led growth. However,

industrial growih alone has not developed the region's communities. 'Econo-
r._

mic deVelopment is a process through which local residents make the economy

better serve their fundamental needs. The process requires not only econo-

mic growth, but also patterns of investment and distribution which ensure

direct and durable benefits for' coal Commuhities. To illustrate this

difference, between growth. and deVelopmenteastern Kentucky* we ,examine a

.coal county and a non...coal county, Comparing the patterns. Or distribution

in local economies and relatihg theseAo the quality of their communitY' ,

goods and services. Then we discuss the limitatifons of paSt policy toward
, . .

the coal industry in Kentucky. Drawing on insights derived-from interna-

tional development experience, we propose that policy be fortulated to

rebalance cost and benefits so- that poor people and.poor communities in the

coal producing areas benefit from the development of these resources.

Quality of_Life in Coal Counties

Over 75 percent Of eastern. Kentucky ,counties have beenchronieally

depressed since the 1950s. (Davis, 1979) and, overall, they continue to lag

behind the state and" the ration in economic and'social well- being... When

oil prices increased during the decade ofthe,seventies, coal markets were

strong and production in the region increased. Economic growth in the _coal

industry increased employment_and income in_coal-counties. However, even

in these relatively good times, residents of coal counties faced consis-

tently worse conditions than residents of those'eastern Kentucky counties

which had even a moderate level of manufacturing activity. Duncan and

Tickamyer (1983) compared the quality of life in coal and manufacturing

counties in eastern Kentucky, using data for 1977 and 1978, "mild recovery"

years in which the economy was neither expanding rapidly_ nor in recession

31
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Their study showed that even when mining brought new jobs and per capita

incomes rose_ higher than in nearby manufacturing counties, there was still

more unemployment, poverty, and income inequality, in coal counties.

By almost any measure _.of quality of life, coal counties in eastern

Kentucky are less well off:

'Unemployment is generally higher in coal counties:,15etween 1976 and

1980,:unempl4tMent in coal counties remained between one and two
points higher than in manufacturing Bounties.

Income inequality in 1978,,asmeasured bythe.Gini coefficient, was

,.424'intcal counties, comparedto.407 in manufacturing counties

(relatively equal income distribution is represented; by coeffi..

tient of .200 to .350).

The roportion of students. who graduated f high 'school is

substantially lower in coal than in manufacturing counties: 55

percent versus 62 percent.

MUch,less housing is built: in Kentucky Overall, housing starts

equaled 161 percent of the'increase in households between 1970 and

1977 and in eastern Kentucky's non -coal manufacturing.counties,

starts equaled 94 percent of the household intrease. But in coal

counties with no manufacturing, the figure was only 53'percent.

The 1980 census shows that, in coal countieb, mobile homes

'accounted for '49 percent of the new housing added in the 1970s,

while in manufacturing counties, mobile homes comprised only 25

percent of the new hoiies.

There was a lower level of public water service in coal Counties:

almost 82 percent of the people in eastern Kentucky's.coal counties

were not served by pUblic water systems in T975, while the figure

goes down to 42 percent'in manufaturing counties.

Overall, coal counties had fewer doctors per thouand residents

than manufacturing counties: 0.62 versus 0.73.

Per capita bank and savings and loan deposits were also lower:

about $2,790 in coal counties in 1978, and $3,A 647 in manufacturing) -

Compared to 45,100 in the rest of eastern Kentucky and $7,157

nationally (in 1979).

While coal production has not brought the benefits generally expected

from job creating activities, coal communities have also abiorbed.a signi-
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ficant share of the costs of mining coal7-cpsts which people feel are the

price they must pay to allow the industry to work. Landowners find that

there are feV limits to what damage can be done to the land in the course

of taking out the coal. Soil erosion, acid run-off, and coal particles

leave the_streams heavily polluted in any watershed-that is mined. Coal

dust fills the air near cleaning facilities or heavily,traveled coal haul

roads. EhormouS coal trucks use up underbuilt roads faster than severance
_ .

and local property tax income can rebuild them. And miners continuously

give their lungs, limbs, and 1iVes in an inherently unhealthy-occupation

made more hazardous when mine owners seek to economize on safety measures.

Coal has not proved to;be"arl age in the hole" for the people in

eastern Kentucky coal counties. However coal is a valuable resource which

thenation will continue to tap for its energy. needs. The foundation of

economic life for many counties in the region has been, and will continue

-to be, coal. Other economic activity like manufacturing has not been able

to compete with coal for the capital of the finance system, the entrepre=

neurial energy of the region's residents, and the policy support of state

and federal government. But the way in which coal has been developed has

obstructed attempts to improve tilt quality ofclife.bin the region, rather

than providing the benefits that are supposed to go with economic activity.

C-

Distribution Mechanisms in Eastern Kentucky Counties

4.

The Mountain'Association for, Community Economic Development (MACED)

has begun to look mre.. closely at how patterns of natural resource

development affect Kentucky communities. We are analyzing the local

mechanisms of economic distribution--the series of public and private

investment choices which, taken together, determine the extent to which the

wealth produced by an area's basiC industry is or IS not distributed

throughout the local economy. In the private sector, the distribution of

income and-the investment of wealth are determined by the °coupe onal and

wage structure of local industry, and by:the way royalties and ca tal are

in)4sted by corporations, financial institutions, and families. The public_

sector harvests the fruits of economic groiith through taxation policies and

redistributes, them through fiscal spending debisions.
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These investment choices and distribution patterns, whether they occur

in the private sector or the public, depend upon political as well as

economic factors. For example, public policy4at the state and national

level influences wage levels, credit rates, and the relative profitability

of different investments based on tax policies and other regulations.

Federal, state, and local4policies combine with the local economy to

determine local development' patterns. Institutfbns which control capital

decide whether to invest locally. Various combinations of citizens and

leaders in the counties make decisions about the raising and spending of

tax revenue. Fundamental distribution patterns are formed. It pis here

that growth becomes development or it does not.

To illustrate the role these. ddtribution patterns may play'in

determining the extent to which economic growth can gontribute to economic

development--to structural improvements which enable the economy to serve

the fundamental needs of areas-residents - -we will compare,economipvtoci4,

and, fiscal-characteristics of a coal county with those of a non -coal county

in eastern Kentucky.
41,

Martin County, 'a 231 square mile county in a mountainous area along

the West Virginia border of eastern Kentucky,'is a good example. It had

'inadequate transportation'facilities.until recently and so produced' little

coal intil the boom spurred in 1073 by the oil embargo. Coal -based growth

has been telesiopedinto the. last ten years, making the effect of current

public policies and private development practices4a1I the more visible.

Now 82 percent of the total earned income in the county comes directly from

coal mining. The largest mountaintop removal strip mine in world is

there. In 1981 the bounty produced almost 14 million tons of coal, making

it second only to Pike County {Over three times its size). in annual coal

production In the state.

Per capita income rose dramatically in Martin County between 1970 and

1986,4,from $1,759to $6,885, a-nominal growth of 291 percent. During the

irrie period, the.average per capita income in-the 4nited States grew 140

percent to $9,489. Martin Was the fortieth_ poorest county in the United

States in 1970 buf had moved up to the middle of the pack by 1980. Even

/during the recessionary period of 1982, when the official unemployment rate

was 10.6 percent in Kentucky, and: as high as 25 pertentAja some eastern

Kentucky counties, the figure was only 6.4 percent in Martin County. All
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in alit the county appears to be flourishing bebause its local coal Indus-
.

try is,flourishing.

jiourevec. this rapid improvement in income levels and job opportunities.

has not-beiw reflected in comparable improvements in community goods and

services. Improvement in the quality of life in the county has not kept

pace with the increased income levels. Furthermore, although the propor-
.

tion of Martin County families living below the federal established-poverty
#

level decreased from 31 percent to 23 percent between 1-970 and 1980, the
1 .

'actual number of families with incomes of less than 80 percent ofAen-

tucky's Median family income increased slightly. It appears that the

decrease its the poverty rate is a result of the influx of people during the

decade.

After losing 2,1400 people (21 percent of its population) between 1.950

and 1970, the population increased dramatically during the 1970s, from

977 to 13,925--a growth of almoSt'50'percent chlriag.a period iden. the

state of Kentucky as a whole grew-by 13'percent. Some 1,500 families moved

into the county to mine coal, but during most at the decade, housing starts

amounted to only 12 percent of the total increase-in househqlds. Over-57

percent of the county's new housing during the 1970s was mobile homes.

There appear7to be several reasons for the. county's hbusing problems.

First, flat land is scarce and expensive. _A house lot nearthe county seat.

Might cost about i10400001ough there is little buildable land available

at any 'price. 'The Appalachian Land Ownership" Task Force documented that

more than half the land in the county is held :by nonresidents. -Beyond

that, residents are not confident that the coal boom will last long enough

to pay off a mortgage. Trailers are a way for miners to keep purchase

costs down and rent a small plot rather than'incurring long-term debt for a

house and land. Although_they are a,clear improvement over substandard

housing, they make up such a large' part of houding start in the county

because residents have no other choice. Finally, although there is a small

branch savings and loan associatipn in the county, the county's one bank is

the primary source of mortgage'loans. The bank is working on ways to

improve _its terms now, but for years it has been following the ux.versal

coalfield-practice of minimizing its risk in the event of a downturn in the

coal market by writing mortgages with 15 year terms and a 25 percent' down

payment requirement.

35
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There 'is little public investment in improving the quality of life .

c

beeause general tax revenues and the county budget have not kept pace with

economic growth. In 1970, the, county budget was just_under. $2 million. In

1980 it was $4.7 million., an increase of only 135-percent in current dol-

lars. Real estate, tax revenues grew' a little more, from $80,000 to.

$214,000, but Still comprised a minor portion of the budg '*t. Federal and

state fundi, including the coal severance tax, make .up the reA of the

county's revenue.

This public, sector. poverty in the face, of enormous economic growth is
. --

also reflected in the county's 'investment in education. In 1970, the .

W."

county's contribution to its school budget was P67,845, or 15.3 percent of

the total cost bf running its schools. In 1980, the county's contribution

was $474,205, but had decreased to about 10 percent of the school budget.

During the same period the total' expenditure per pupil, including'all

federal, state, and local support, grew from $4.13 to $1,042. But in 1980,

the average expenditure per pupil in the United States was $2,094 and the

Kentucky' average was $1,315, making it forty-seventh in the nation

educational funding.

There is virtually no county expenditure'in health. There are three

full-time doctors and four' more who come from time ~to time during each

week, but there are no .health facilities at all aside from their offices.

And while the water system, has recently been 'extended to serve as many as

60 Percentyof the county's residents, there is no sewer system. In several

communities raw sewage runs on the surface whenever the ground pis wet until

it eventually drains into the creek.

Montgomery County, Kentucky, which has no coal; provides a stark

contrast. It has leis land area but a much higher ,population density: 98

people per square mile compared to 60 in Martin. It is also flatter, lies

outside,...standard metropolitan. statistical area (SMSA), and has 'a
"1010

more diversifieeidOnomic bad The economy has developed slowly ,over the

past century. Railroads came -. ems -Au* the county seat served as the

agricultural trading center for the surrounding area. Since the land is

not.suitable for large -scale agriculture, farms have remained small. There

are eleven manufacturing firms in the county. Most are locally awned, but

manufacturing employment is dominated by three outside firms which located-.,

there in the.mid-1960s and now -provide 69 percent of the,4470 manufactures
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ing jobs in the county. Per capita income in 1980-was $6,444 and median

family income was $13,648,%87 percent of ,that in Martin County.

Although aggregate incomes have been high and unemployment has been

relatively low in Martin.County over thelast ten years, the county's

economic advances appear to be tenuous.' Three out,of four jobs in the

county are in ear. There is virtually7nolfarming or manufacturing, and

only 12 'percent of the workforce is employ:id in serces. Eight percent

are employed in Whelaale or retail trade. No other rural county in the

state has such a 1 proportion'of self-employed workers. there is

a low labor particip on ratet'only42 percent or the county's working age

population are in, the labor force4 compared to 57 percent statewide. Wage

levelS vary widely.., While in i9791a-coal miner Made an average of $522 in

weekly wages, the next highest wage category was less than half of that

41PWIt. Wages ranged down to $160 per week, with a mean of $433. _ Tbe

average gross income per:taxpayer was,,$21,894vagain reflecting the high

Wages for those employed in Viate coal industry.

In Montgomery CoUntypon the other hAna, average weekly wages have

been consistentlylowee, ranging from a high in.1979,of $224-in construe-

tion to a low of $141 in wholesale and retail trade, with a mean of $178.

Gross income per taxpayer in. 1980 was only.$11,760, a.little over half that

in Martin. Nonetheless, MOntgomeryCounty has fewer families liVing in

poierty: 18.6 percent versus 23 percent in Martin. Part'of the difference

may be explained by the fact that the county has a labor force participa-

tion rate of 60 percent and tliat its employment and income are distributed

across, economic seotors, with- 9 percent employed in farming, 41 percent'in

manufacturing, percent in wholesale and retail trade, and 10 percent 'in,

services. As would be expected, the 1i78 Gini coefficient, in which a low

figs ,re

r I

represents.a more nearly equal distribution of income, was also

significantly lower in Montgomery County: .381, compared to .430 in Martin.

By most of our other measures of development, Montgomery County is

better off than Martin. For instance, Montgomery has 0.6 physicians per

thousand people, while Martin has only 0.3. Montgomery's school budget is

19 percent higher, on a per pull, basis, and 25 percent more of its adult-

population has graduated from high school. And, while the, majority of new

housing units in Martin County in the 1970s were trailers, only 11 percent

of new hdmes in Montgomery were mobile homes.
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The expected Correlation between economic indicators such as income

and quality of community goods and services does not hold forthesetwo

cases. Higher wages and higher incomes in Martin have not been translat

into a hiher quality of life.

We can begin to investigate the question of Why lower incoges support

a better quality of life in ilOntgotery County by making ,at the 'private and

public distribution mechanists through which each county's' wealth is

recycled. There are interesting differences between the two counties.HFar

example, retail sales are cam' indicator of the vitality in the local eCon-

.omy. Although -total income and averag.A wat0ilevels'were significantly

higher.in Martin County, reail sales were half that of. Montgomery County,:
,

$2,500 a Afar per person compared to $5,000 'per person. A brief drive'

through each county would ,show why. Montgomery County has stell developed

commercial' districts while Martin County has only a few stores clustered

around'the courthouse of its county.seit. Thus far, the coal boot has not

spurred retail,lnvestment.

Part of the reason for this lack of retail activity may die the lack ,of

locally available credit. The single balg in Martin County is aggressive,

but it remains small. Deposit.growth has barely kept pace with increases

in per capita income. Alth6ugh deposits per capita' grew from under.$8001n

1970 to $2,300 in 1980, this is still low compared to .$1013:inKehtucky

overall and, an average of $7,512 in the United States. While:the figure .

reflects a low rate of savings In the county, the bank president also

points out that most of the coal is mined_by outside owned companies which

do not use the local bank, 4

Deposits per capita in. the bank and thrifts in Montgomery County were

$7,063 in 1980. Oversthe last five years, while MartinCounty's'single,

bank has had an average loan-to-deposit ratio of 64.48 Piircent, one -bank in

Montgomery County had an average ratio of 80 percent and all four banks

together had an average ratio of 73.4 percent. Furthermore, a banks loan'

mix influences the growth of the local economy. About 20 percent of all

loans made by Montgomery County banks- are for commercial projects, and

about 19 percent are for houses, close to the national norms. In contrasti

Martin County's bank made 26' percent of its loans for residential purposes

and-only '8 percent for commercial. These differences in lending profiles

reflect loan demand as well as bank policy. However, whether lack 'of
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financing is constra Lng new economic initiatives or there is a lack of

demand for eltnancin in Martin, County,it is evident that the kind of

investing ork which new, locally rooted economic activity feeds is not

taking place

Differen es in public sector financing are just as apparent. Most

public servic 3 in eastern Kentucky are provided 1:4:57- county ,govern400..

The primary s rce of Ideal revenue to finance these services is the'

property tax, t e level of which is determined by :the combinat n. of the

property tax roe and the assessed value of the property in t e county.

Martin County 'has a property tax rate of aboUt .21 cents per $100'valuation

and a schciol tax .;atefof aboUt 14 cents, Mbntgamery County has..a property

tax rate of about\16 cents and a school rate of about 28.cents. However,

the real difference in tax effort appears in the stsessment practices:im

Martin County prop ty assessments run about half of `the market value,

:while in:Montgomery wity.they are Over 90 percent ,(Kentucky Department of

Revenue, 1980) .
.

The underassess ent of land is reflected in a more extreme form in the

lack of taxation On mineral holdings.' Although Martin County has coal

reserves with enormous value, less than $200 in real estate tax was paid on

the coal itself in 1980. For example, the Appalachian Land Ownership Study

Found that in Martin County in 1979 the largest landowner paid a $74 tax_on

81,333 acres of coal and a $179000 tax on 47,869 'acres 8f land held in the

county (Appalachian"Regioal..eommissioni 1980). Altogether Montgomery

Countians pay about one-third more county taxes per capita than do Martin

Countians. The higher assets of Martin County apparently are not being

-tapped to .support county services.

Montgomery County.clearly has not experienced growth comparable to ,

that in Martin County over the past ten years. In fact, it lost 9 percent

of its manufacturing, jobs in the 1970s. It also does not appear to have an

explicit development-strategy that 'is in some fashion superior= to that of

Martin County. Its chief advantage is that it has not had to face the task

of trying to harness natural resource development for the benefit of county

residents, something few communities appear to have done successfully.

Martin County does have to face this task. Its location and topogra-

phy do not give it development options other than coal. It was an extreme-

many other eastern Kentucky counties, coal mining has 'brought income and
! .
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employment but .living conditions have not improved at the same rate. Many

of the benefits which,polifinians, had projected and residents had hoped

would come are still lacking. This lack of developmental impact of coalibn

the county appears to be .a direct, if unintended, result, of an explicit

economic strategy, which is the subject of the next section.

tow
1Qevelopment Policy as Pmomotion,

As early as 1870, when the national` economy was expanding after the

Civil Wari Kentucky's governor and legislators made plans to .develop the

natural resources in the state. Since industrial expansion in the North-

east and Midwest would provide'an increasing demand for natural resources,

they felt that the abundant coa n, and timber in eastern Kentucky

could be the means by'whi heAlate would become integrated into the

nation's industrial econ . The state needed both ladditional capital and

additio labor to rry out these plans, and, as Alan Banks has demon-

stra they dev= oiled strategies to attract both to testate. Officials

uced geological surveys and pamphlets describing the opportunitieS for

laborers and investors in the state and had recruiting agents operating in

Europe and northeastern United States (Banks, 1979, pp. 60 -63). Business-

men r sponded enthusiastically, and within a few years land and resources

were sold to ou ide investors who-had the capital to exploit them (17; 70).

# With the supp t of the state's elected officials, these investors were

able to bring in railroads and laborers to begin the extraction process.

Before 1890 coal Mining was such a small-scale activity in eastern

Kentucky that government repoAteferredto it as "farmers' diggings." By .

1920, however, the mines in Bell, Harlan, Letcher, and Perry counties had

hired, nearly 20,00D men, over 60 percent of the workforce, most of them
,

eMployed by large corporations (8-inks, 1979, p. 251. In 'just a few deo-

'ades,\'state-government had succeeded in attracting the necessary outside

investment capital, and coal,prodliction that usid wage labor replaced

subsistence farming as the core of the local economy. But state Policy was

confined to promotion of large-Scale outside investments. This established

-a pattern in which resource ownership was concentrated and coal production

occurred with neither regulation nor accountability). to the public.
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Before the turn of the century over half the land in opal rich coun-

ties was concentrated in the hands of nonresidents (Banks, 1979, p. 58).

,IT1'$98p the,Appalachian Land Ownership Task Force documented concentrated

and absentee" :ownership in eighty Appalachian itountl.es. The researchers

Tpund that53Jercent. of the total land surface in their sample. -which

recorded ."illabgentee, Corporate and government owners, with holdings over

20acres,and:d11:1C4al indlzV6a1 owners with holdings over 250 acres's--

waS:controlied*:"only percent of the .loCal.poptilation, along with

abSentee alder,, corporation, and government." The group also documented

hat mint of the;Oineral rights in their sample was absentee owned
, .

(AppalaChian Regional Commission, 1981, p. 1). The top twenty-five land

nH Mineral owners in the Kentucky sample.paid.an average of only 27 'cents

Red acre (1901:

As.. the dinant employer in one-third of the state ari the state's-

l*Curthflargest industry, the coal industry Wielded enormous :political

power. In his 1975 study of strip:Mine legislation in the statep_Marc

Landy-found that the industry's influence*perm4Ped state politics. In .

fact, in 19661.Landy foundithatone,thiap(of the state senators had direct -

politiCal andlor economic ties to the coal industry (1976;11.9). Coal

owners have used their power to keep coal taxes low; minimize health,'

safety,, and environments' regulations.; andl6cure public tending for the

.roads and other.lafrasOrOcture.needed to get the coal 'out.- Local invest-

-ment by coal cbmpaniesthemselVes has been. restricted to 'production fateip.-

:ties; employee, housing, and other pro ects'which directly meet the needs of

,the mines.

. Over the years, the highly.00Mpetv and volatile market for coal

IIIhap cOlignificant effect on policy toward the industry. Residents have

.beeni[OluCtant to advocate policies which tax or regulate coal becallie
P

their historical experience of booms and busts has made.them grateful for
. 2

wliatever jobs were available. The industry regards the .vOlatile market as

a rationale for resisting regulations and taxation. A-West Virginia coal
r

4
operator wrote that coal companies. were "prisoners of a market over which

'they had no control" (quoted in Simon, 1981a, p. 181).

From the early.1WS, the combination of the Coal industry's political ,

power and the nature of the coal market has resulted in a generally unin=.

trusive'public policy toward coal. Coal union leader. John L Lewis won the --
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right to organize miners during Roosevelt's administration, and there have
,r1

been .some health and safety programs passed to protect miners, but the

government has not taken aqtaion which specifically gave coal communities .

leverage or return from coal production. (It is interesting, however, that

duririg iheit 1930s and 1940s, the government intervenect, tq:sLbirize the

market-(Settzer, 1983), and during World War TI-the govtirdment seized and

administered coalmines to ensure steady supplies,for the war effort
-,r(Walls, 1978)0 While the state as a whole and owners of coal and related.

service businesses have 'benefited, miners and local residents have-paid the
coats of depending on an inherently dangerous and unstable industry - -an

industry which essentially was unfettered by regulations or local.account-

&bilit.

Other eastern coal states pursued similar policies, promoting economic

growth based on unregulated private investment in natural resoUrce.explOi-

tatken (Simon, '1981b), ConsecidentlY the .dramatie drop,,in demand for coal

after the war7was devastating for coal-dependent communities in the Appala-

chian region.- lJnemployment and outmigration exacerbated the .conditions of

persiatedt poverty, and dependency thatjAad characterized the Appalachian
region for so long: Trrthe"1960s, these conditions prompted public concern

outside the region, and the Appalachian Regional Commiation.(ARC) was

created to.improve the area. The commission recognized that the "normal

economic' growth 'OroCeS3 had not worked" because "the wealth from exploiting

natural resources left the region" and"investMents in the community econ-, '
6my. and social system were. never made" (Newthanl 19721.p. 30).

To remedy this lac of, investment, ARC planned to use federal resour-

ties to -build,the heal h and educational systems .and the physical infra-
structure. Their strategy was one of growth inducement,' and drew Upon "the

example of many underdeveloped countries which were using public .invest-

ments to try to'.stimulate private capital investment" (Newman, 197g, -1).

50). Monroe Newman, key participant in-these early discussions, reported
that the "clearly implied theme...was that economic growth, i.e. enlarge-

ment of income-earning opportunities, would lead to .(this) more general

development...a belief'that,was'far more readily accepted in the early

1960s than a decade liter" (1972, p. 50).

Once again policy makers left the distributional decisions to .the

priva,te sector and expected the economic activity ,to spark more "general
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development." Unlike the Tehnesee Valley Authority, the federanitia-
.

tive to develop Appalachia represented no departure from the established

approach to-economic development. Fifteen year later, $4.5 billion of ARC

investment in highways and community facilities does not seem to have

significantly reduced the region's.dePendence on a volatile coal market and

on federal transfer payments. While the roads have improved dramatically,

they still primarily,serve to haul coal. Health care kaciIities and new

vocational educa4onal programs.have.been established, .but since there is

no dependable,local tax base to support them, it is likely that they will

-operate only as long as there.is outside subsidy.- Industrial parks have

been'built, and id some eases have improved opportunities; but they are on

the periphery of the region rather than. in the coalfields, and most'have

only a few tenantp. Over the years, attempts to:bring non-coal jobs to the

coalfields have had-little impact.

However, despite these .failures in .development policy, state and',

federal concepts-of economic development policy are slOW to change. Ken-

tucky state government continues to promote aggressively all forms of

energy development, from coal to the most speculative synthetic fUels

projects. While the western states appear -to have learned from'the

experience in eastern coalfields and- have allocated more of the costs of

:cievelopment to- the -4nduStry through taxes and regulation, the primary

Mission of tucky Energy Cabinet is still. promotion, rather than

regulation or impact'mitigation.- One of the most successful coal 'devel-,

opera in the state is now the secretary of energy, who appears to wear both.

hats rAlarchangeably.'

Development Policy and the Policies pf Redistribution

If promotion of economic growth does not stimulate improved conditiork

in eastern Kentucky, what policy measures would encourage development in

the coalfields? International development experience is instructive. In

'1970 Singer wrote that international development theorists and practi-

tioners hagl learned from "bitter experience" that "it is not sufficient to

thinkof development simply in terms of economic growth" (1970, p. 69).

Among the more important research of the 19708 which pointed to this con-
,

cluslon were the statistical analyses conducted by Adelman and Morris. In
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.pcon c Growth and Social Equity in Developing Countries (1973), they

reported results which surprised the development establishmentp_themselves-

included:, economic growth in forty-four underdeveloped countries had .not

improved 'the condition of the poorest 60 percent of the population... In

fact, their analysis showed that in the early stages, economic growth made

the poor so much poorer, in an absolute sense, that ,it would take them a

generation just-to-recover their original position (1973, p: 179).

.-Specifically with regard to places with abundant natural resources,

,Adelman and Morris found that income inequality varled substantially

according to the social and political arrangements in the country. When

the country and its resources were dominated by outsiders and a few local

elites, inoll5me.concentrationwas much greater., Concentration Was least

when there was a large public sector investing in. human resources (1973,

pp, 168-170). .The authors coiwluded that "...hundred, a of millions of

desperately poor people have been hurt rather than 'helped by economic.
Y

development. Unless their destinies. become'a major and explicit focus of

development policy in the 1970's and 1980's, economic development may, serve

merely to promote injustice" (1973, p. 192).

In a similar vein, a report by the United Nations EesearcXInstitute

stressed the interrelationship between ecoriomig and social elements: "it is

not'sufficient to realize the amount of resources brought about by economic

growth. It is also necessary to exithinethe'impact'ofthese resources on

the life of the people" (Smith, 1974, p. 96). Smith maintains that "the.'

concept of development as economic growth has come increasingly into _

question, (and) the equity issue is gaining recognition" (1977, p. 202).

While debates about-strategy continue in the international arena-, few would

still equate economic development with economic growth. Although it makes

the development task more difficult,. it is generally accepted that/struc-

tural. factorap.including political and economic interests, are central to

the development process. These factors are seen as determining the distrlei

bution of the costs and benefits of economic activity among different,seg-

ments of society (Ayres, 1983). Consequently, ,development policies in the

1970s and 1980s emphasize eradication of poverty, providing more diversi-

fied employment opportunities, and reducing income inequalities -(Todaro,

1981, p. 57):
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However, insights drawn from experiences in i ternational dev6lopment

ha#e hardly influenced the domestic Policy debate. Since World War II

regional economists have studied problems of spatial inequalities in the

development process, and many have argued that regional imbalances are

,inherent in capitalist economic growth (Holland, 1977; Nyrdal, 1957;

Friedmann, 1966; Hansen, 1973). Rural poverty has been attributed to

"mismatches of labor demand and supply" (Summers, et al., 1976), and

depressed rural areas have been regarded as "victims.of technological

change" in agriculttire and mihlrg CKiernyk, 1980, p. 6)f These analyses

represent, accurate descriptions of 'what happens when the market is-the'

mechanism for distributing economic opportunity. Policies based 'co.these

descriptions aim to alter the spatial outcome of that distribution process

by stimulating industrial expansion in deprissed.area$: They have left the

distribution mechanism- itself- -the market -- intact. The economic problem

was to maintain high rates of national growth in. productive activity and to

match people with jobs. All other problems were merely transitional,

dealing 14;th some of the 'inevitable' and 'difficult' social costs of this

processFriedmann and Weaver, 1979, p. 117). The political and social

dimensions of the distribution process are rarely introduced 4n regional

development theory.

However, regioinal inequalities and skewed distribution of benefits

within areas that experience economic growth persist. .Holland (1977) add

Markusen (1979) argue that economic development has political' dimensions

that override technological or market consicierations. These,political

aspects of development focus upon` the issue of distribution. Evaluations

of rural industrialization can be interpreted as evidence that the social

distribution of benefits of economic growth is a major determinant of how

developmental that growth becomes for local restdents (See Tickamyer and

Duncan, 1983). In 1979, H.L. Seyler summarized articles which:analyzed the

impact of rural industrialization in the United States, saying, "There is a

tendency to confuse growth and-development when discussing expectations

from economic change...The critical question here is does growth in aggre-

gates promote the kinds of structural changes that yield welfare improve-

ments, including an elevated quality of life?" (Lonsdale and Seyler, 1979,

pp. 99-100).
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Many econnmists have dismissed the coal industry as a source' of the

kind of development which improves the quality of life, because it has an

unstable market and weak linkages in the economy (Bowman and Haynip, 1963;

?trimmer, 1975; Sullam, et al., 1980; Pagoulatos aid.Anschel, 19a1). A

volatile market, an increasingly capital-intensive industry Which buys and

sells outside the local economy.-'..how could such an industry ever be molded

to .enhance local community cell- being? We are wondering, however, .whether

these limitations on the cgatribution that coal can make to developing a

loal economy are, in fact, impenetrable. If they reflect-established coal

development, practices which public policy could changepittk14 alternatives

could be vised to reduce the costs and increase the benefits to _coal

communities.

Initial analysis indicates that conditiOns may be somewhat better in

nick counties outside eastern Kentucky. The politics got - erring the diStri-
...

bution mechanisms in theSe places may differ from those which dominate the

more depressed coal counties. Matthew Crenson's book, The Unpolitics of

Air Pollution, appears to present an analagous case in its study of two

steel cities in Indiana., In one city, Gary, U.S. Steel dominated the town

and was regaeded as wholly responsible for its prosperity. With the.

acquiescence of the local Democratic Party, the company was able to ensure

that the issue of air pollution was not raised. In, East_ Chicago, on the

other hand, where there were several steel companies and no strong party

organization, the city took'action to clear itkair pollution 13 years

earlier (1971, PP. 80-81). The makeup of_ the, political and economic

interests in the two cities .led to significantly different public policY,,

even though both depended on the same industry for jobs and income.

Crenaon's study suggests, that the politics assopiated with particular

combinations of economic interests, determine the way costs and benefits are

distributed in a given industry and its hoitcommunity or region. Moitana

may represent another example of this dynamic. It appears.that the state's

experience in the copper inchistry and its current diversity of political

and economic interests have resulted in policies which ensure that the coal

industry provides benefits beyond employffient opportunities for local commu-

nities.
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Development Policy to Benefit Coal Communities in Kentucky

The question is, then, how to make exploitation of coal and other

natural resources developmental in Kentucky. Most often, when public

policy toward natural resource development has gone beyond fostering growth

in the extraction industry, it has provided government-funded "impact aid"

o clean up tile problems .left to communities. Another approach, beginning

to emerge i6 western states, attemids to gain quid pro quos for the commu-

nity as part of'the development procesd, requiring companies to attend to

impact issues in the course of developing the project (Sullam, et al.,

1978). These approaches have surfaped relatively recently in response to

the problems of energy development boomtowns. ,If they were applied to

eastern. Kentucky coalfields, they would represent a substantial improvetent

over the status quo.
4

However, a third, community-Oriented approach appears to have greater

potential to.meet the needs of the poorest people in the communities and.

generate the kind of lasting improvements which distinguish ,economic devel-

opment from economic growth. Policy proposals which made local benefit the

primary yardstick would aim to rebalance the Cost-benefit equation, moving

more of the_ cost to the private side and' more of the benefit to. the public

side,"toward poor people and communities. The approach requires building a

new understanding that the public--in community, state, and federalplaws--
. .

has a legitimate and leading role in making deCisions about the Iay resour-

ces.are invested-and distributed. To work, communities would have to haVe

`,status at the table, as well,as good information and the ability to hold

'both the public and private-sector actors accovntable (Bradford, 1983)

State and federal policy could provide that opportunity.

At first glance so fundamental a change in the role of communities may

seem unlikely. However, Congress endorsed a similar perspective with

regard to urban investment patterns when it passed the CoMmunity Reinves

ment Act, which required privately owned financial institutions to fulfill

a responsibility to both a particular territory and to the low, and moder-

ate-income residents in that area. We consider this a viable direction for

-redource development policy which directly benefits low-income people and

communities.
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Notes

Figures on unemployment, housing starts, and mobile homes are from
Special Repa?ts issued by the State Data Center at the Urban Studies
Center, University of Louisville, 1982.

Gini c9effidients..of concentrat of effective 'buying income of
Kentucky_families in.108 were d ulated by Charles Perry, Department
of Sociology, University of Kentucky, using data from:the survey of
buying power- by Sales and Marketing Management, Kentucky Deikbook,'
Frankfort, Ky., 1977.

Figures-on education and doctors were provided by Kentucky, state
government agencies. Details, are in Duncan and Tickamyer, 1983.
Figures on public water service are from "Rural Water Supplies in
Kentucky: A Status Report," by Kenneth Rigg.

. .

Bank and savings and loan deposit figures are from the Kentucky
Deskbook, Frankfort, Ky., 1980, and Statistical Abstracts for the
United States, 4980.

2. Figures on Mavtin and Montgomery counties come from a number of
sources. Income, poverty, migration, population density, labor
participation, and housing figUres are from Special Reports (1982) and
the 1982 Housing Report,.for Kentucky, issued by- the State Data
Center, Urban Studies Center, University orlouisvtlle. County budget
figures are fram,the Keneucky Department of Revenue, 1980. Education
expenditures are from the-Kentucky Department of Education.

Figures on retail sales, wages; and econ is sectors were taken 'from
the Kentucky Deskbook, Frankfort, K . Bank lending profiles
were taken from Sheshunoff's Banks'of Kentucky, 1982.
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DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF FOREST RESOURCES
FOR RURAL DEVELOPMtNT IN 7RE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

by Joe B. Stevens

I.. In roduction'

After preparing ,all initial outline of this paper, I. half-seriously

thought of changing the title to "The History, Economics, and Politics of

Oregon Timber, With Limited Favorable implications for Poor People."/ This

would have to somewhat facetious since the Pacific Northwest states have

. historically been-aande of opportunity. As labor-scarce Western _states,

they provided many people with a greater economic chance than existed

elsewhere. As timber-rich states, their early "captains of industry" or.

"robber barons", as Cox (1981) frames the choice of title, certainly'

"developed and managed" forest and other natural"resdurces so as to attract

labor, reward capital and create a foundation for future economic aati-

vity.

In,what folloWs, wi14. first develop a brief h/Storical:overvi-E4 of

the region's eoonoty, folioWed by a look at,the current status of foreit,

human, and community resources. Rural poverty does exist in the Pacific_

Northwest, although not to the extent that it doei- in some other:regions.

The wood products industry, at .least in western Oregon-and Washington,

faces serious long-term timber supply problems, however, and many communi-

ties and workers are highly dependent on wood processing for their liveli-

hood' There are sixty-two small Oregon communities in which more than 80

percent of the manufacturing work force is employed by wood products firms:

(Weeks, 1982).

Next, I will deal briefly with operationalizing the concept of income
4

distribution" and conclude that Multiple definitions of the concept are

needed. to examine the impact of forest-related policies. Three conceptual-

Joe. B. Stevens is Professor, of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Oregon
State University. Without implicating.them in.any way, Professor Stevens
would like to thank John,Beuter, Fred Ohermiller, Greg Protaselp Bill
Robbins, Con Sahailou, and Brian Wall for their comments.
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.s

analytical frameworks (conventional economic analysis, public choice

theory, and dual labor market4theory? will help in explaining income

distribution and ioverty in these multiple perspectives. Finally, I will .

consider several specific forest resource policies ind'sk if they might be

'adopted, whether they would be effective in reducing poverty if adopted,

and whether,they would lead to increased efficiency of resource use.

In spite of the dominant role of forest resources in the region's

economic deNigpment, I will conclude that for us to now use these

resources'for the purpose of Combatting rural poverty is not very likely in

a political sense, and if they are used in this manner;, it will likely be

because of the political power of wood products firms and trade associa-

tions in augmtinting the harvest of public timber.

Throughout, the apprioach will be suggestive rather than definitiveg

and eclectic rather thma'adhering to aparticular disdiplinary point of

view. In many cases, what might appear to be stated as faCts are probably

best -viewed as plausible hypotheses that need to be tested. I hope I will

be able to differentiate between the two. ValUe judgments are often

present, and I hope they too, are identified.

II. The Role of Forest Resources in Economic Development
of the Pacific Northwest:

Historical Overview and Current Status

!i.recently publisheWhistorical..geography of .0regon by Dicken and

r
Dicken (i979) lends intereSting insights for our purposes here.' -A .few 'of

the highlights are:

By 1850, a few mills' were busy turning out sawtimber for the
*needs of the 11,000,settlers, largely farmers, in the Willa-
mette Valley. The first lumber mill had been built at Fort
Vancouver in 1828, using Hawaiian workers to export lumber to
the Sandwich Islands (lumber exports and foreign workers are
old issues in Oregon). Later, more sawmills were built along
the Columbia and Willamette Rivers to supply local needs, for
shipbuilding, and for packing boxes for salmon export. By a

1900, over 4,000 people worked in lumber mills, largely
"Cargo mills" on tidewater where lumber coltd be exported by
ship. Still, Oregon lagged behind the Puget Sound area with
its water transportation system.

Between 1900 and 1930, the stage was set for national ascend-

s& ,ance of the Pacific Northwest lumber industry due to popula-
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tion growth in the East, improvements in transportation and
logging technology, and the depletion of the timber resources-
in the Upptpr MidwAist and the South. World War I swelled the
demand for lumber and 40,000. were employed in the mills, now
largely located at the margins of the Willamette'Valley. _The
lower and more accessible locations were logged heavily by
the private sector. Wood products accounted for two-thirds
of the state's exports, industrial wages, ands value added.
reavy immigration continued. Some lands were set aside- as
National Forests prior to 1907.

Between 1930 and 1950, Oregon shared with the U.S. the depths
of the Great Depression and"the boom of the World War II era.

T hT

hployment in wood products ranged from 25,000 in thelepths
the depression to 51,000 in 1947 and accounted for eau of

e4 state's industrial, workers and value added. Plywood
emerged as a major new industry. The lumber industry moved
southward through the state, away from the major rivers and
earlier harvests. /Reforestation by the private _sector was
minimal; although some companies madeserious efforts.

Since 1950, the softwood log harvest hasvincreasingly been
made up of smaller diameter logs coming from second-growth
forests., Comparative advantage in plywood production has
shifted toward the Southern states. Oregon has shared the
national trend, toward urbanization, income growth,-and

With respect to current status, the wood products industry remains the

largest in the Pacifi Iiorthwest but its relative importance has deolined

over time because of the trend toward provision of services rather, than''

goods. Unlike the de vice industri however, the wood products industry

faces more immediate b ological const ints. To cite Gedffft et al. (1975):

The rate of I dations of old growth timber resources has-
historically been 'used on. the demand for wood products. In the
long run, however, produCtion-from a region's timberlands must be
brought into balan e With the forestlk biological capacity to
renew. itself. Th is often below the'liquidation rate of the
old-growth resource (p. 2).'

Farther removed-from popUlatiohJcente the wood inventories of the

Northwest were left to acCumulate as'th old-growth forests of the Lake

States and NOrtheast, and later the South, were depleted. Now, the
old-growth softwood reserves in the Northwest are becoming scarce, at least

those held by the private sector. The` one major difference between these
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sitUationt, of course, is 'the -exist Ade the National Forest system and

the ,public sector's commitment' t© sustained yield of forest resources as

Sustainedstated'tn,the Multi le Use, Susihed Yield Act of t960 and reaffirmed bb
.- -

the Forest and .Range and ,RehiWable Resources Planniing Act of 19' and t.b,

National Forest Man#gemOnt Act (fFMA) of 1976-(protaseil 1980).. .f\

The central timber supply issue 1.s stated An a nutshell' by Gedney,et'

al. (1975): ..r.

...kith-only limited private old-growth resources available and
most of the remaining old growth in public ownership, the level

of supply 7111 mainlyAippend'on public timber harvesting policies

(P. 3).

f..

That is', how and under* what cOndi if any, will, ptlic old-growth

inventories in the Northwest bi used to.suPpletent print sector output?:

I will return bb this questi With its major implications for-income

distribution, but it should be noted, as did Clawson16(1975), that theme are. -.

they:. (related) policy issues, including methods-of harvest, extent of land
o

withdraals, *management practices, log exports, and outputs f rom hon

orpo:rapa. ownirs. -Each'haA:implications for'income distribution rural.

04YertY

.Ong, Characterist .c ofd esource ownership is that a disproportionate

Amount of the More ,p Uct forest, land is owned by corporations, firms,

and Oiyate individuals (figure 1). This land is Often located at lower

eyationi,,. wath loe slope, and is thus' more accessible. In the Douglas-
,

r-region of Oregonand'Washinebn, where about four-fifths of these,

is 'produced, ',forest industry,corporations alone own 44

cent. of;a1:1.7,th:e-,land in the most productive site clasSes but only 29

gentOf'.42..commercial torestlapds (Gedney et al', 75, pi; 40) .

14rgerY:as a result of private harvest policies basigF net profit and

*Oalth- incentive's;_ the standing inventory of sawtimber (considering all
_

owerShips) de6lined by 11 percent in the Pacific -Northwest and by 20

perc4ritin Western, Oegon between 1952 and 1977 (table 1). As vehicles of

e 'c9fitroI, it should be noted that the forest practices acts of Oregon

7)), 4stqngtom (19140),-and Idaho (1974) spepify appropriate management,

road, .cCnstruction, and reforestation practices on' private lands, but have

never' direttly controlled rates of harvest (Protasel, 1980).
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Table 1. Sawtimber Inventory, Pacific Northwest, 1952 -1977

(Net volume in billion board feet or trees)a

Western tern Westeern Eastern
Oregon Oregon Washington Washington Idaho Total

1952. . 4106.8 15.4 275.5 i '76 137.7 1,011.6
1962 375.6 -%107 9 263.:1U 771 139.8 961.5
1970A 3V.8 104.5' 249.4 75. 139.8 920.2
T917, 327.3 103.6 252.0 78. 139.1 900.3
% phAnge

\., a
1952-1977 -20 -10 -9 /43 1 -11

.. "....14 .-..

Source: jilzear, William E. and Perry R. Hagenstein, Aiternativf N
Forest'Dolicies for the Pacific Northwest, StudyMbAuleV, Forest "Policy

\,
Pr.ojebV Washington. State University, 1981. _

,.
..,

4aInternat1pna1 1/4" R e less deductions for rot Lc-other defects.
PI t

_ ' 1/1/ ,
Concomitant with this harvestsprepsure on private lands, the softwood'

timber harveSt from public lands has'increased,substantially over the past

thirty years tine 2). As it re/gles to.Forest Service lands, this was

dotatititilin a non-deellnivg, eveqflow (NDEF) framewor which was formal-

ized by the Naflonal Forest Management Act (NFM9-of 1976. According to

Protasel (19801.

AlTh
?
ct directse Secretary of Agriculture to "limit the sale

-of ,..beir from2 ach national forest to a qualtity equal to or
leskthan a-4uantity which can be removed from such forest annu-
ally in perpetuity.on a sustained. yield basis" (pp. 2-13).

). '
4

With s act, the Forest Service no longqr has discretionary authority to

bola e annual growth and harvest over the entire_system, which could 1'ave

allowed
2

grow.

accele ated.harvest of some mature fOrests while allowing others to

.

_ Although there has been a decline in private harvest and an expansion_

of public harvest, historical employment data for the wood products indus-r

try _reflects the predominance of demand factors rat * than supply factord

figure 3). Between 1960 and 1975, wood products-employment in Washington',
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FigUre 1., Ownership of Commercial Forest tand.by Productivity Class, Western
Oregon. and Western Washington, 1970.

Millions
of Acres

\Private

Public

16 120- 85- * 50- <50
165 120 85

Capacity for Ann u,:1
timber Growth per Acre (Cubic Feet)

Source: Gedney, D.R., D.D. Oswald, and R.D. Fight, Two Projections of
Timber Supply in the Pacific Coast States, Resource Bulletin
PNW-60, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station,
U.S. Forest Service, 1975.
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Figure 2. Oregon and Washington Timber Harvest.
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Yejar.
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Source: U.S. Forest Serv4ce. Pacific Northwest .Forest and'Range Expemilment
Station. Production, Prices, Employment and Trade in Northwest
Industries.

Wall, Brian R. Log Production in Washington and Oregon, An Historical
Perspective, Resource Bulletin.pNw.42, Pacific Northwest Forest anci'''N
Range Experiment Station, 1972.
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Figure 3. Wood Products Empioyment, Washington and Oregon.
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Source: U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment
pation, Production, Prices, Employment, jpd Trade in Northwest
Forest Industricts.
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and Oregon ranged between 110,000 and 125,000 workers, about 60 percent of

whom were 1.1regon. The relative importance of the industry is als8

greater ,in Oregon, where about 40 percent of the manufacturing work force

(7 percent of the labor force) are in'wood products, compared to 20 percent

in Washington (Bruner and Hagenstein, 1981, table 4-3).

The current and long-lasting recession and the highest interest rates

for home mortgages, however, has raised havoc with the wood products-Indus-

try. Close to-half of the workers in Oregon have been reported to be laid

off or working reduced hours, and. the total timber harvest in Oregon in

1982 has been reported to be just over half the 'record year of 1972,(Forest

Industries, March 1983)* This squeeze on profits will reinforce eariter

trends toward plant modernization and-substitution of 'capital for labor,

(Weeks, 1982).3

In contrast to the timber uses of forest resoirces in the Northwest,

the growth in recreation and related uses has been steady and substantial.

In their recent study of -non- timber uses of forest land for the Pacific

Northwest Regional Commission, Powel and Loth (1981) reported:

19.8 Million visitor days of National Forest recreation use in
1978 on developed sites comprising only 0.08 percent of the
commercial forest land base

24.4 million visitor days of dispersed recreation use on the
National Forests

- 1.2 million acres of forest land devoted to waterggled protec-
tion

a substantial but unspecified contribution of forest lands to
the $73.4 million value (in 1974) of sport and commercial
fisheries supported by the Columbia River system'

5.9 million forested acres of designated wilderness lands (8
percent of the land base) plus another 2.6 million in RAPE II
additions, proposed by the Carter Administration.

'' -Although these types of data could be presented in great detail, it is
r

not clear what constitutes the "recreation industry" and what relevance

this has.to rural poverty. RecreStionists do spent money that gets trans-
,

lated'into r seal employment iltpacts, but the likely recipient is still

rather "fa ." . Projections of increased recreation usage are usually

60
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translated into local impacts through use of ( ten national) secondary'`

data on trip expenditures, employment multipli ,,and employment per unit

of sales, by sector of the local economy. In a recent report to the

Pacific Northwest tegional Commission, for example, Centaur Associates and

Montgomery -(.19813 estimate the size of the forest-related recreation indus-

try in the NorthWest to be 25,935 persons, or about 14.4 percent as large

as the wood products industry. They also estimate that in additional

100,000 visitor ,days would create from thirty-six tctierxty-seven jobs,

depending on the type of recreation. While this is interesting to know, it

tells us little about whether.,an unemployed mill worker could be absorbed

into a recreation industry whi h those authors predict will double in size

over the next nifty years.
,

Although there are other. issues in forest policy that would affect-'

income distributiOn, I wo4 rgue that the largest single'issue is the

!coming shortfall in private og harvest and the pressure to accelerate

harvest on public lands. Although several controversial Forl6t Service

reports had pointed OUt this shortfall ea er tU.S. Forest Service, 1173;
f

?

Wall, 1973; Zedney et al 1975), the most definitive and widely cited,

study is the so-called Beuter Report, completed at Oregon State University

by Beuter, Johnson, and Scheurman (1976). This report concluded that:

private timber supplies in western Oregon will be inadequate
to fill the gap between current total harvest and current
allowable cut from public lands

_tais___defloit_cauld_ctionstitute 22 percent_of current harvest by
the year 2000

declines in harvest can be expected as early as 1985 in the
important Eugene timbershed

the defiCit could be covered by accelerating the harvest of
mature old - growth public timber.

The situation in the Eugene timbershed (table 2) strongly hints at those

concldsions. There, the Forest Service has 68.7 percent of the inventory

but only 38.1 percent of eurreft harvest, while the'orest industry has but

15.9 percent of(the inventory and 45.6 percent of the harvest.
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Table 2. Distribution of Area, Inventory, and Harvest by Ownership Class,
Lane County, 'Oregon

Owner Class

Commercial Standing
Timber Sawtimber Current
Area Volumea Harvesta

percent

National Forest 50.1 68.7 38.1
BIM .

. 12.3 10.3. 11.6
State & Other Public 1.0 0.5 0.7
Forest Industry '26.7 .15.9 45A
Other Private 9.9 . 4.6 4.0

All'Classes 100.0. -TUrd 7677

Source: Beuter, J.H., K.N. Johnson, and H. Lynn Scheurman, Timber for
Oregon's Tomorrow, Research Bulletin 19, Forest Research Lab., School of
Forestry, Oregon State University, January 1976.

a
Trees 8 inches and larger in dbh.

The Beuter et al. report was not an advocacy position but rather, a

simulation model, which explored "reasonably possible qccurences," as the

authors termed it. Its implications, howeirer, have been seized upon with

alacrity by the farest industry and by individuals'in some tublid agencies

who have been shown to share basic attitudes of development (rather than

conservation Or preservation) with representatives of the timber industries

(Protasel, 1980). In particular, the 1980 Oregon Timber Supply Assessment

of the Oregon State Forestry Department makes a clear Ball for acceleration

of rational Forest harvests. To do so, however, would. require Forest

Service approval of a "departure" policy from NFMA on non-declining even

flow (Schallaup, 1983), a process on which I will defer discussion until

later in this paper. At this point, suffice it to say that many jobs are

at stake and that the Industry and part of government wants to harvest more

public timber, but that the generql public would probably not be too recep-

tive to thPldea because of environmental implications.

One final dimension of "current status" that needs to be explored is

the relationship betweed income distribution, rural poverty, and timber

dependency among,Northrpt communities. As stated earlier, many communi-
2.

ties in the region are highly dependent on wood produCts employment.

,Because of'this, Linda Owen and I were somewhat surprised to find. that

62
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employment chan es between 1965 and 970 in Douglas-fir dependent counties

had little relationship to changes in log harvest (adjusted for cross-

haul log between counties) during this period (Stevens ank Owen, 1982).

While half of the export base of these counties was in wood products, on

the average, the other half was not and should also. have been considered in

our analysis. That is, even "dependent communities" are not totally, depen-

dent.

1This finding led me to ask .whether these counties were characterized

by-espeil.ally low inOpmes.. Using Linda Owen's (1979) ata on timber

dependence,
4

I made 'separate plots of the extent of timber depende00e

against the extent of poverty and median family-income, using very old 1969

census data (figures 4 and3). A glance at these plots suggests 'that there

is no obvious relationship that highly dependent (and thus highly rlilner-,

able) communities may vary considerably in the extent of poverty and the

level of income.5 It can be noted, however, that timber-dependent Cbunties

do tend to have a higher incidence of poverty and lower incomes than other

counties is Oregon and Washington. -Moreover, Fitch4and Schefter (1974)

found that counties of this type (the non-Willamette Valley western

Counties) had slipped from:a slightly worse than average income conditimr.

in 1949 to a considerably worse than average canadition in 1969. At th

same time, counties in-the-urbanizing WillaMette Valley had improved their

relative income position by a considerable extent. While it is tempting to

look at a simple plot and,conclude that timber dependence does not matter

we need to look carefully at the_ dynamics of income, population, and

industrial change over time before we draw this conclusion.

.III. Income Distribution and Forest-Related Policies:
'Multiple Contexts and Expfanat;ons

If one's purpose is to explain the -impact of some forest policy change

on income distribution and poverty, one needs to define exactly what is

being explained. Ex_Olaining_variation in workers' incomes, for example,,

would call for a somew t different set of explanatory yariables than would

be useful in explainin differences in per capita incomes among regions.

Forest-related policies may be importan I hOwever, 1ln both types-of models.

For this reason, I have chosen to defit a four alternative contexts with



Figure 4. Timber Dependence and Poverty, Western Oregon and Washington.
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Figure 5. Timber. Dependence and Family Incomes, Western Oregon and Western

Washington.
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respect .to income distribution, and then to indicate how forest-related

(and other) policies might affect these particular distributions.) To, do

11.4P

'this, I will draw on what I see as relevant analyt 1 frameworks for

postulating cause'and effect relationships. Space doe ot permit develop..

ing these frameworks in their entirety, but I hope a case' can be made that

they are worthy of further pursuit.

1. Factor Shares. The, first of these is the :distribution of income

-ani.ugifactors of production, particularly labor anecapital. Historically,

the ownership of labor and capital in wood products has been quite

separate; with the exception of a few "gyppo" loggers, wage labor rather

than self-employment is the rule. A few often7cited cases do exie of

morker-owned plywood plants (Berman, 1967), but many communities affected

by closures in recent years have found this difficult to replicate, in

spite of serious efforts to do do. Since wage labor has been, the general

case, its share of the total product is, in principle, negotiable, but only

to a degree. Lacking access to overall decisiOn making, excessive wage

demands would lead to substitution. of capital for labor, reduced esloy-

nent, and ultimately, dislocation of capital to alternative locations.

I believe that 'it would-be safe to say that w

unions in the Northwest have not been as powerful as th

products labor'

e in some other

sectors of the economy. The majority of mill workers and loggers do not

belong to unions. Collective bargaining, while improving other conditions

of employment, has probably raised wagesfor some workers but at the

ultimate expense of jobs held by others. This lack of strength has been

pointed out as somewhat plizzling since the Northwest labor movement has far

more than its share of ra ice; heritage (Schwantes, 1979). Based initially

on anti-Asiatic sentim s, a strong left-wing labor movemen emerged

during the 1885-1917 period, and the turbulent history of the obblies

(I.W.W.) in the woods and mills late in that period has-been well docu-

mented (for example, Smith; 1971). A recent dissertation by Lembcke

(1976), for example, examines why the same union (the I.W.A.) has been so

strong in British Columbia relative to the United States. He finds several

plausible explanations resting in different industrial structures, differ-

ent worker ethnicities, and different types of intervention by government.
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'p.

Further research on collective action by 'workers would be useful

in explaining labor and, capital share, although it is my personal view that
,

the relevance of co

sl

ctive labor action for reducing rural poverty is

mprobably minimal. Cro Zellerbach, for example, recentlyfannounced pAns

to build a $30 million p ant near Astoria, Oregon,. to be manned by only 120

workers "Nall Street Jour.-1, June 23, 1983). These workers, each respon-

sible for a quarter of a dollars worth of fixed capital, will and

should be rewarded. For tie more typical worker, the chance of poverty

depends on how much he or sh actually works as well as what the wage rate

happent to be. This question I pink, raises the need for a distribu-

tional context which is, a litt e d fferent from the classical factor share

situation. .

2. Inter-regional Income Dist ibution. A second con eit is that of

income distribution between the Pac fic Northwest, on one and, and the

rest of the United States.on the other hand. A model to ex lain regional

growth would ideally consist of five elements, including re ource avail-

ability, technology, demand, Space, .and institutions (Edwaids, 1981).

Historically, there is little doubt that comparative advantage in lumber

production, developm6nt of internal and foreign markets, and improvements

in transportation have had much to do with the growth of the Northwest's

economy.. At the sale time, elementi of policy1 controlled at the national

level have profoundly affected the regional economy. For example, home

ownership by families has been encouraged as a national goal, and the

privileged tax status of interest paid on residential mortgages has

obviously been a boon to the Northwest timber industry. To maximize this

Padvantage, however, requires low and stable interest rates, another factor

ich is outeide the Northwest's control. The decline in lumber and wood

roducts employment fro 136,500 workers in 1978 to 97,500 in 1982 is grim

ttiny to the florthwest's sensiVvity,to high interest ra

3. Intriregional Income Distribution. A third context is income

growth and distribution,wiihin the Pacific Northwest itself. A somewhat

different set of variables would be required to explain this, although

historical and current reso roe endowments, and differential access to

markets would continue to be important factorsr: The problems,of overcoming

space seem especially impor t, h ever, to both firms and households.

The Fitch and Schefter (1974 reslAlts, for example, indicate iat Oregon
V
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counties nearest to urbanizing centers have grown in income terms more than

more distant cSnes. T.W. Schultz's (1951) "urban-industuial matrix" is

plausible here; labor markets in urban areas may work as efficiently in
.

transferring labor out of wood products as out of agriculture.

While they do have different focuses, these three, distributional

contexts: (labor/capital, regional, subWgrOnal) are al ke in several

respects. First, data on indivilduals,must be aggregated. By that act,.

Valuable detail is thst. (Because of this, a fourth context-- distribution

within a labor force--will.-be deVeloped momentarily.) Second, they are

familiar contexts for analysis by regional economists who ask useful

questions such as "Would increasing the availability of resources (for

example, capital) improve per/Capita incomes?". Theile is real value, howr

ever, in ,gOing beyond these standard questions and answers in attempting to

explain income distribution. In particular, I believe that eleMents of a

public choice or collective Choice approach can be used to understand the

development apd/evolutiOn of forest-related policy itself. This, together

with conventional economic analyses of the effects of these policies, 'would

uo't.iio better understand the relationships between forest resources

and rural poverty.

IV. Public Choice, Forest- Policy, and Income Distribution

In a public choice framework, an atteMpt would be made touse economic -

reasoning to explain forest-related legislation and major adMinistrairve

_decisions as economic phenomena rather than simply viewing them as politics
L

or public administration. 6
Obviously, space does not permit a--very full

]

'elaboration of this framework. In short, however, there would be models of

a "market" for collective action..with respect to foreit policy. There

would be actual or potential "demanders" Of collective .aptt, including

timber industry firms and,trade associations', dependent communities,

amenity users and groups, labor groups, and individual workers and

-consumers. There would be "suppliers".of collective action including.

,political parties and candidates at local through national levels-,

administrative agencies such as the Forest Service, and perhaps even the

judiciary. Each actor would be maximizing something, which may or may not

be consistent with the "public interest" (Steiner, 1970). Each would be
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al y,active or inactive in a-Political sense, depending on their

.p.ereeptions' of gains-.and costs to them.

4c-useier have substantial public land ownership in the United

,the:marke.'is relied on only minimally for allocating moigforest

es. Tr4t4dIpubliciand managers have to walk a tight-rope between

coristituent appropriations committees, and their own

'ressio4 ndards and training. While, the dilemmas. of .the, management
A
,

agenciep0Ve documented,.(for example, Steen, 1976; tana,1956),
4

pullitichoyeTramework might fruitfully be applied toto the .other.

etOraAn-the=014110 process, .including their interactions with' management

fancies. Out of this enroach, I belieive, that eventually a number.of

hypotheses can be AeyeX6ped,to "explain" forest policy and, indirectly,_ to

suggest the likelihoiodthat forest resources will be used to ameliorate

rural-: POver hese hypotlheses would have 'something to do with thd.

oil rig.gonsiderations.

Consiimere of marketed forest commodit &es are probably the"easiest.

to satisfy, 01.4ce-theY.are quite likely to be politically inactive. In.'

HirshmsOn's (197, 0) terms, they have an "exit" option (not buying). More
.,-. . . .._. 4 e, .

over, the indiVidualpayalff from a "voice option (political participation

-aimed at-lower prices) is very low.

The-political.response of ,dependent communities is.fairly"predict-

able, since"25-percent ofjore.st Serliicet4aber.TggeptS are returned' to

local goyernment: Mol-eolier, the statutory 'distribution of iratier harvest

receipts from state lands would,cause.local elected officials to'adtively

pUrsue Ireatertimber harvests, lower property taxeb, and hence a higher

probability of reelection (Breton, 1974)

C. rh contrast to consumers, forest- related fIhts have more indi

duahcentive to make their needs known'to management agencies-and elected.

officials. Moreover, "in unity, there is strength," hence the existence of

the voluntary trade association to further the interests of the member

firms. More than any other single topic, it would be useful to have addi-
-

.

tionalatUdies of !the-woodproductS trade associations and their relation-

ships -tomeMberaand;nonmember firms; agencies, and eledted officials. At

present their- main cOnciern appears to be increased access to public timber

and protectionYof the' existing timber `base from wilderness. designation.

There is a new'and' rich'historical literature, however, on earlier attempts
.
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to regulate production, prices, wages, and working conditions in the name

of community stability (Robbins., 1981, 1982; Cox, 1981; Schallau, 1983;

Fickle, 1980). Under price and profit pressures and through the auspices

of the National Industry Recovery Act.NIRA)r. for -example, the West Coast
.

Lumberman's Association and the National. Lumbpr Manufacturers Association

developed a Lumber Code the early 1930e which set price and wage agree-.

ments and assigned production quotas (Robbins, 1981). Two things happened

to thii abortive attempt at cartelization. One, the WIRA was dec4ared,

unconstitutional by the S4reme Courts Two,' the benefits from the code

were perceived as inequitable by small operators, who openly violated it by

selling below the minimum price. Many of these°issges were raised _again

with, the quiet creation of Washingtssn's Skelton Unit under the 1944,

Sustained Yield :Forest M4nagement'Act' (kooVer, 1978). That act defined-an

integrated harvest unit which ,consisted of private and public ownership,14,-

including Forest Service land. qperatorswho did not la.ve, private timber
.

within the unit were not pleased with the distributian of'benefits .and no

other Major nit was ever°:Created under the act.

D. The dollective aciotO.Ogic of Mancur OiSon:(c965) suggests that

strong environmental.,groups should really not eXist,-that their members

would ratidnallvbe inactive. 'due to low personal ratids,,pf. benefits to

costs. 'That'they do flouriah is a puzzle which.M1tcheil (.'i 979), Hardin'

(1982), and others are Currently exploring. oine implication, hOweverl

rather clear; these groups repreaent many votes, while trade a'ssociations

represent fewer votes' but more dollars of campaign sUpportfor .candidates.,
. .

In, many respects, forest -policy issues in the future -may increasingly be

resolved in political markets where votes of amenity users are played off

against the dollarsof bommodity usersio In this type of situation, we can

expect passage of highly visible legislation, calculated to assuage voters,

but legislation Which is negotiable in'its administratiilre details, in order

to: satisfy the firms and trade associations.

E. In principle, the collective action thesis shouldhold for workers

as well as for commodity consumers (where it does hold) -arid for amenity

consumers (where'it often-does not hold): In fact, it has been extensively

documented that lower Income people ancynemploydd workers have low levels_

of political activity ,(Verba and Nie; 1972; SCholzman and Nier 1979;

Wright, i976),4-, In spite of earlier acts of individual sacriftee-Itiwthe

.7 0



labor movement, workers now seem content to signal their preferences on

forest policy through others, which is a lower cost option. In particular,

they often choose (though usually with a certain amount of symbolic ,

separateness) to support the. political positions of their employers, who-

are supposed to be their protagonists. More than a few pickups have bumper

stickers saying "Sierra Club, !US$ My Axe," and more than a. few workers,

have mailed/employer-sUpplied postcards to theiz; Congressmin'in protest of

wilderness designations. ,Many indrtry positions including' those on

,accelerated public harvest, land withdrawals, and log exports-would_also

seem to benefit wood products workers. Even with plant Closure legisla-

tion, where workers might be expected td take -a different political stance,

Young and Newton (.i980)'report that most workers reaffirm the idea that the

company shoUld have the right to shut the doors anytime.7 In many

respects, the political power of the worker has been co -opted by the

employer and he joins the Commodity consumer as a notso-potent force for

the management agency to reckon with.,

F. On the supply' side, the management agency must deal with elected

officials Who serve as the source of funds in NiSkanen's (1971) bilateral-

%monopoly model.of bureaucratic behavior. If these officials happen to have

serd6rity and are on an appropriations committee, they must be listened to.

The general' Portrayal of politicians In the public choice literature is

that they may seek selfless- or selfish goals, but they have toy, be reelected

in order to 'continue to seek .them (Breton, 1970. And to be reelected,. it

helpS_to keep a majority of their cdnstituents happy. Matters of forest

policy are often not, of paramount importance even in the Northwestr but few

candidates can afford to ignore them. In the final analysis, only votes
. .

count, but campaign dollar , time, and endorsements help to produce votes.

ilkBetter information on cam sign contributions through political action

committees (PACs) should.now be available and could productively,be used in

research on forest Policy and income distributip.

G. Finally, the management agencies themselves. Many of their

actiqns are prescribed by law, but many others are subject to administra-

tive discretion, interpretation of statute, and political sensitivities. A
)

popular theme has been that regulatory agencies are frequently "captured",

by-those whom they regulate. .
The foundations of this theme were book-6 by

: -

Bernstein (1955) and Edelman (1960. The theme is now coming under more

1110
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rigorous scientific scrutiny, however," both in general (Wilson, 1980) and

in natural resources (Culhane, 1981). In particular, a rigorously stated

"economic theory of regulation" has been developed by Stigler (1971) and

Peltzman (1976), "...wherein government officials are vote maximizers who
.

; --
arbitrate_ among competing"iaterests that seek to use gove'rament to redis-

tribute resources" (Wilson, -1980, p. 361). Most, if not all, of the

hypotheses suggested in (A) through (F) above can be folded into a theory

of regulation and tested with respect to forest management agencies.

V. Dual Labor Markets and Income Distribution

Returning to the multiple perspectives on income distribution, a

fourth is that of income distribution within a.wood:products .1aeor force.

The advantage of this level of disaggi-egation is that the poor and near-

poor are identifiable instead, of being-masked by living in.a low (or high)

income county. The disadvantage is that there has been only one study of

thisnsbrt, to my kniowledge (Stevens, 1978). The context for this parti-

cular study was social marginalization, whiff is a negative bspect of the

economic development Process whereby individuals, families, communities,

classes, oi cultures can become-isolated. and enclaved relative to main-

stream economic society (Padfield and Young, 1977).8

There were two principal findings of the Oregon wood products labor

st'udy. First, it was discovered that the 75,000 .jobs in 1972 (that is,

average monthly employment) were actually held by abqut 110:9000 different

individuals (Stevens, 1979). This led to discovery of a duel labor force

resembling that which is postuiateLm the dual 1 bor market literature

(Doeringer and Piore, 1971; Cain, 1976). 9 On one ha there were about _

60,000 "core" workers whose labor earnings came solely from wood products;

these were the "stable" workers, 40 to 50 years of age and with perhaps six

to ten or'more years of seniority with their current employer. Their posi-,

tion seemed fairly secure as long as their employer remained in business.

When mills olesed, their seniority was important because of employer

preferences for stable'workera. In a normal year, their earnings Wre

quite respectable. Most had worked outside wood products earlier in their

careers, but they could earn more by working in wood products.

L.

L

A
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On the other hand, there were about 25,000 peripheral workers who

worked full time but,spliced wood products and other jobs together to make

a living. Primarily in their twenties ,and with little seniority:at

low -skill jobs, they seemed..neither committed to nor sought after by'wood

proddOts.employers.":Even so, their labor earnings in' 1972 were about

midw betweenallunikilled and semiskilled Oregon wirkers. While their

average unemployment rate over their career (7.9 percent) was close to the

Oregon average, one-third of them earned less than
t
$6,000 in 1972. and

one-fourth were unemployed more than 1O percent of the time. As a whole,_

othis group had coped reasonably well. This was a period of "good times,"

however, not the early 1980s, at which time widespread mill closures and-I

cutbacks imposed severe costs on both types ofkorkers.

The second major finding was that -the adaptations of both groups made

economic- sense in light of their own circumstances (Steve-Iasi-1980W. The

core workers tended to wait out a mill closure, knowing that their. senior-

ity and stability would help them compete at other local mills. Peripheral

workers, on the other hand, tended to .change jabs frequently because income,

gains from a "job-changing" strategy exceeded that from a "staying" strata.
^

egy.. This was.s6, in spite of the fact that they ace la d negative human

capital in the form of.an unstable work histo g and tevens, 19-78).

They could ultimately escape the Consequences of this 6'leaving wood

products, Mich many intended to do and which was possible at the time of

the study (but'is very difficult now).

In, summary:

Rather than being.an'aberration, then, job-changing seems to be.
rational, economic behavior. The floater has been created, as it
were, by the industqkr by the nature of the industry's production
process and its volatility,' and by the social mileau of rural
areas and-small towns. Indeed, he is very much a part of the
human ecology of the timber region. not other jobs are available,
as they generally haVe been, he can escape the industry. If

otherj,obs are not available,,he will suffer because he responded
"correctly" to market signals! (Stevens, 1979, p. 720).

VI. of Fo est-Rela d Policies to Reduce Rural Poverty

It is clear that even in normal times a particular subset of th0.1abor

force is definitely at-xisk from market fluctuations and forest- related

3
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policies, eve

my research fr 1972,

'workers were h ghly

longterm demand or

be niudh greater

24,500 jobs in Oregon

Whether the i us

J
though,many markers are reasonably:well protected. Based on

perhaps-5,000 to 10,000 of"Oregon's wood products

In4bie,tofactors which affected the short-term or

ly 'Of :timber resources'.11' The vulnerability hadqt

is new, since industry employment has fallen by

tkze:71ast five years.
12,

the public, or the work himself is responsible

for the well-being of th kperipheral workers ve much a value judgment.

Regardless, e

other socia

comic vibration$ cause not only job

lls. For example, strong relation
3

consumption, child abuse', and unemployment have me
eleven small communities in Oreigon (Weeks and Dre

little doubt, then, that forest-related policies d

Lion in its broadest sense when statistical rela

loss but a variety of

ps between alcohol

tly been documented in

ez, 1982). 'There is

ffect income distribu-

ships can be found

between changes in. the prime rate and the incidence of child abuse. The

real questions are whether we can use forest-related policies to undo or

prevent these things, and if we can, would forest-related policies be the
dP
most effective way of doing it?

One issue that must first be ddalt with, however, is that of appro-

priate criteria for forest resource policy. Krutilla' and Haigh_ (1978)

consider this in some detail and conclude that economic efficiency is
13 "really the only reasonable criterion. They argue that the Forest Service

and other land management agencies are forced to dftl4in )-,he allocative.

sphere since they do not have the appropriate tools to deal with stabilize-

tion (for example, monetary and fiscal palicy) or distribution (for exam-

ple, progressive income tax, ,inheritance laws). Ry this token, their

argument goes, One must judge agency, actions solely on the basis of

aggregate net benefits from forest resource use. Conscientious persons

might wish to change the income distribution, of course, but 1:0o-them do it.

outside the realm of forest policy. I would suggests that the idea that

efficiency is paramount is clearly a valuepdgment and noia scientific

conclusion.

compensated

policy, in

Tailere are "losers" in forest policy; sometimes they are

, but most often they are not.14 The appropriate criterion for

my judgment, has to be w.iiateverAend of efficiency and'distri-

butional considerations one feels comfortable with in an ethical sense.

74



In this context, then, there are'some specific forest - related policies

which have been or could be considered. Each would have impacts on income

discuss'each briefly, attempting to gauge their

effectiveness by these criteria as wellas using.the-public choice'

framework. to suggest their political viabi'ity. S

1. Accelerated Harvest-on Public Lands. This is the issue that would

affect the most'people, short of slowing the rate of labor-saving technOlo

gical.change, an option.which would be both inefficient and politically

nonviableat,this point in time. 15 As argued many times by Clawson (1976)

and others, the F4est Serviois simply not allocating resources effi-'

ciently when it mairitains-huge inventories of old-growth timber that are

slow growing and subjeqt to'windfall and diseate. Accelerated haevest

"...without jeopaVizing the forest "s long -run ability to produce wood"

(Schallau, 1983, P. 11), as-is possible in western Oregon 3t this time,

would seem to have the dual advantages of, being an 'efficient use of forest

resources (if reforested successfully) and continuing to provide jobs for

workers, including those at-the margin ofeconomic obsolescence. Moreovgr,

it could happen: The NFMA of 1976 contained a "departure" clause which

would allow. departures from nondeclining even, flow to achieve community

stabilltx.

On the other hand, theke are some problems; some doubt that we

realiy have the knowledge base to ensure adequate reforestation. The

largest problem, however, is that the need to aoceleratt harvest is. not

4strongly felt, if felt at all, among the pu*ic. Even in Oregdn, talk of a

timber crisis draws blank stares. People. are used to seeing trees, lots of

trees, in the woods. What crisis? In addition to those environmental

coats of accelerated harvest that could be taken into account in an

efficiency fraMewOrk, I suspect that the Oregon public would perceive huge

unmeasured environmental costs from both harvest and reforestation,

including the use of chemical herbicidesfor brush control. And one would

expect that office-seekers (or holders) would listen to them. Schallau

notes the growth in environmental concern' as it would relate to approval of

a departure'policy today compared to creation of the Shelton Unit- forty

years ago:

The world is now much more complex than it was during the 1940s.
For example, during the December 1943 hearings before theHouse
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Committee on Agriculture on the "Act to Promote Sustained Yield *
Management" (S. 250), only nine people testified--all favoring
passage. In contrast, the list of 'agencies and individuals
submitting comments 'on the draft USDA'regulations,- which included
the departure clause, filled mom than 10 pages in the Federal
Register [19791 (1983, p. 10).

2. Acceleration, of Reforestation on PUblic Lands. _Independent of the

old-growth issue, theri is A backlog of harvested federal lands which in

the judgment of the Forest Service need to be reforested and for which

money ha' not been appropriated. Whether these are efficient investments

is not clear, given high discount rates and a long rotation period. They

would employ some people, however, since reforestation is very labor

intensive (and very hard-work). By and large, however, loggers lnd mill

workers tend not to tie tree-planters; most of that work,now seems to be

done by illegal Mexican aliens, women, and "back to the earth" folks; The

target effectiveness of this approach is probably fairly low; more

intensive management such as pre-commercial and commercial thinning would

probably rank higher on thatsco

As a variant of this'option, one mig want to increase thailevel

of reforestation on private lands. In thee y, this could be implemented

through the Forest Practices Actiof t40 three Northwest states (Protasel,

1980). In praCtice, it would be different. -In Oregon, for example, the

tutorily appointed regional forest practice committees (largel.y appoint-

ed from private land or timber owners) recommend practices which are

appropriate to the forest conditions within its region..." (ORS
527.660). Needless to say, it would not be expected.that uneconomic

reforestation investments would,be forced 9n private ownerly themselves.

3. Wilderness Land Withdrawal. Nothing arouses furor or frenzy like

this option, since it is usually quite specific with respect to time and

place. It is often more vague, however, in terms of when,(or if) the

timber would have been harvested, how rich and howvfew the backpackers are,.

and how poor the local folks Are-or will become. Generally, I suspect that

these are greatly overstated by the opponents of withdrawals and under,

stated by the proponents. Clearly, if a lodkl timber tupply is removed

from' the harvest base* some peripheral workers will be affected or even

caused to lose their economic viability. And just as clearly, the question
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Of-compensation)for both displaced capital and labor isfrppropriate. Many

oC the 'real qustions, it seems, are empirical onesIItich:do not get

resolved. For example, what are the ether opportunities for the workers

and for idled capital? What are the real prospects for their absorption

into the recreations or- other industries? These are questions which are

relevant to both efficiency and distributional frameworf0 and-needto be

addressed on a case -by -case basis. Sphallau. and Polzin(1983) found that .

nontimber prospects for growth varied .widely in four Northwest' communities

and argue that this- -along with timber prospects--is relevant when consi-

dering the need -for "departures" from .Current harvest policy. raearly,

this approach is appropriate for wilderness designation as well.

4.- Log Exports. This has also been a .hotly debated issue with ports,

(highly paid) longshoremen! some larger private firms, and the Wa--ington

Department of Natural Rdsources on one side and timber towns, mill-workers!

the federal agencies, and the states of Oregon and Idaho on the other side.

Direct exports of logs from federal lands are banned, and "substitution"

(exporting private logs and replacing them with'federal logt) is controlled

by 'Comparisons with historical records of buyers (Lindell, 108). Oregon

and Idaho follow tills lead but State of Washingtonitself.is an active

exporter, Accounting or 22 percent of logexports from Washiqgton in 1972.

Aside from "who gains and who loses," total domestic activity/is

clearly reduced by exporting logs rather than processed lumber. To process

1,0Mboardfeet into plyWodd and veneer requires 19.5 perion-hours, into

lumber requires 124,, personhours; but'into exported logs requires only 4.7

person-hours (Darr, 1975)._From a national viewpoint, on the other hand,

someone must export something if we are to buy Toyotas and Hondas. Someone

must sacrifice, but the mill workers say, "Why us?". The issues are

complex, especially to someone outside this partic4lar area, but the recent.

RF'F book on international trade in forest products, edited by Sedjo (1981),

clarifies many of these issues. In-particular, the chapters -y Haynes et

al. and Wiseman and Sedjo examine total log export bans and suggest the

following impacts--only very slight short-term declines in lumber prices as

foreign purchasers shift from logs to lumber, limitations in domestic

processing capacity (awl perhaps'even increases in lumber prices because of

this), declines in stumpage prices, increases in domestic processing, lage

wealth transfers, and net losses in national economic welfare ranging from
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$50 million to $141.7 million annually. They further note, however, that

there are a great many uncertainties, for example, in the ability of the

Japanese-to shift from log imports to lumber imports.

5. Contract Extensions on Federal Timber. P4Tobases. Two or three

years ago, about 8 billioniboard-feet of stumpag (about 10 to 15' percent

of the yearly ;federal harvest in the NorPiieS were sold at inflated

pri'oes tO buyers who banked on continuing inflation.' When prices suddenly

deflated, a number of medium-sized lumber companies (often without timber

of their own),4were left-holding the bag. If forced to honor the contracts,

industry sourcestlaimithat one-fourth of the lumber productieti capacity in.

Oregon andnorthern California would be threatened with bankruptcy (Forest

IndustrieS, May.1983, p. 7).\One company, for example, owes more on con-

tracts than the company itself is worth., Senator Mark Hatfield (R., Ore-

gon) has been promoting legislation that would offer relief on 40 percent

of a buyer's contract volume, but there is a lack of industry agreement on

the matter between Northwestand South and even within the Northwest.

Enforcement of the contracts would no doubt impose some severe losses on

owners of capital, but from a hard-hearted point of vie*, the timber would

still be in the forest, new `owners would resume operation, and workers

would experience only some "down time",of unknownlength. They would

probably prefer, of course, not to incur even that cOSt.
y

That the issue has even been raised to suc prominence is fairly

strong evidence of the political strength of the fi and their associa-

tions.
16

The worker who finds himself without a jobor the merchant who

invests incorrectly seldom has th level of recourse.

6. Small Business Set-AOides. This'-type of program, setting aside a

certain portion of timber sales for small firms, is clearly intended to

affect income distribution through natural resource policy. A.controver-

sial program, it offers some local advantages if small firms are mor4

likely to 'reinvest locally than are large corporations. Like many pro-

grams, it canhave unintended consequences. 'A few years ago, one low-
,

income coastal county in Oregon had several small mills which used set-

aside timber. When the last one closed, 'the logs had to be processed

outside the county at the nearest small mill'. Ultimately, the one large

mill also closed, partly for lack of timber supply, according to the local

people -
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7. Plant Closure Legislation. The ability of a firm to announce an.

often. unexpected closure is increasingly being questioned. Local people

suddenly find themselvei out of work, their business'''suffers, they pay *mo

taxes, and they often have fewer public services. In Oregon, a number o

legislative bills has been introduced to require advance notification q'

closures, at least by larger pl ts. These run counter to capitalist

instincts and never make it out of committee. A much more positive ana'

successful approach was defeated by only one vote in the-1981 House. This

was a "prior notice" bill which uld have allOwed a. business giving 120-

day,notice of planned reduction to apply to the Department of Economic.

Development for various aids, in luding technical and managerial assistance

(Weeks, 1983, p. 69). The whole rocess involves -a great deal of symbolism

as well as substance, and one gu ernatorial candidate moved fart er and

farther from his earls' support o this issue as election day, app ched.

He waffled, moved much too slowly, Ind was decisively defeated.

8. Capital Reinvestment Within the State. If advance notification of

a closure is not politically feasible, telling a firm where to reinvest its

profits seems doubly unlikely. This, in a _very real sense, is syMptomatic

of the underlying problem with our,"development and management of forest

resources," or "capitalistic exploitation of natural resources"; the choice

bf phrase is a value judgment. William Robbins, a forest historian, states

it this wa

...The rea
manipulat
their inv
right.

problem is capital flow out of the region and the
s of the multinational corporations, Which shift
tments to more lucrative fields when conditions are

And in this state, the .forest products,giaptsare the major
culprits. Profits made from harvesting old-groWth timber in the
Northwest have been invested in a variety of profitable ventures
in other sections of the country and in Toreign nations. Mean
while, timber-dependent communities in Oregon and Washington are
left with chronic social-problems: high unemploymendiminished
tax bases, increased alcoholism, and tli6 other abuses associated
with an impoverished population (Corvallis, Oregon Gazette-Times,
June 28, 1983)

It is n ©t difficult to documeNit the flow of capital emd, among non-

n the industry -Medford Corporation, for example, .was created ingiants
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1935 by the Chicago inVettment firm of Baker, Fentress and Compply (which
.

had interests in as many as 100 West Coast lumber companies) to take over a

bankrupt firm in southern Oregon (LaLande, 1979). The firm prospered ind

in 1979 provided employment for 2,200 men and women. In early 1981,, the

Medford Corporation announced that It planned to build a,$40 million

medium-densittwfpreboaa:d plant in Ireland (New York Times, January 17,1

1981). The new plant-Unuld produce for the Furopean market, while the

Oregon plant would concentrate on the Far East. Within our market frame-

work, cagtalisencouragedtoflow to its most productive use. Until our

political structure becomes as concerned abbut workOs and communities, as

it is about capit'al, we will continue to have more conferences on this

topic.

Notes

. The reader is urged to note that because of time constraints, data and
insights from Oregon are used more often than those from tie other
Northwest states.

2. According to McGuire (1982), the Forest Service had not actually used
this authority for some time, but thej1FMA removed it from discretion-
ary dbbata.

In western Oregon, for example, the number of employees per-million
board feet of lumber processed in sawmills and planing;mills dropped
from 7.8 in 1950 to about 4.0 in 197(4 In veneer and plywood plants,

' this ratio declined from 14,4 in 1950 to about 7.0 in 1970 (Wall and
Oswald, 1975). Much of this decline was due to closures in the ¶950s
of many small mills and the emergence of larger integrated mills; the
rate of decline fiattene0 out substantially toward the Enid of that
peripd.

4. Timber dependence was defined as mood products
242, 2432) as 1 percentage of the total basis.
defined as SICs 1, 7-10, 12-14, 19-39, 42, 44,
This list includes manufacturing, mining, some
and federal government, lodging, and selected
further etail, see Owen (1979).

employment (SICs 2411,
employment, which was
55, 58, 74 91, and 92.
transportation, gate
retail services. '47or

4°.

In 1969, ten counties in Oregon and Washington.had a poverty rate
which was 25 percent above the national level of 10.5 percent of
households (i.e., 13.1 percent or more). On'y one of th0se was in the
Douglas-fir region; all 'of the others were in the eastern n part of
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these states. Athong the latter', nearly all had higher than average
minority populations (Native Americans, Hispanics). Several of these,
howepr, have significant timber harvests from Forest Service 'and/br
Indian lands and deserve further study along the lines of this
conference.

A first-time reader.of this type of approach is, referred to Ostrom and
Ostrom (1971) and the latter portion of Castle et al. (1981).

That co-optation of the workers' value system is one of the major
sources of worker powerlessness is a theme that pervades the Young and
Newton analysis.

its

The results of this multi-state research were summarized' by YOwng and
Newton (1980) and a companion volume edited by Gallaher and4adfield
(1980).

41P

That liVterature' has these broad premises; the key distinction is
between good and bad jobs, not between skilled and unskilled workers;
labor markets are segmented,-44ito primary and secondary sectors with
minimal mobility between thirtwd; and, secondary workers often develop
patterns of job instability which reinforce their entrapment in the
secondary sector.

4,

10. In addition, about 14,500 college students were employed on a seasOna
basis during 1972; another 4,500 workers left the labor force through
retirement or disabili,y, and another 5,500 could not be accurately
classified.-

Employment Division records indicate a high, degree of unemployment
insurance coverage in this industry. On the other hand, over half of
the unemployment periods among peripheral workera were not covered by
unemployment compensation, postibly because they had not worked the
minimum period and knew they were not eligible for coverage (Stevens,
1978, p. 18).' That the real facts are not well known is symptomatic,
of the problems of the "discouraged Worker" and hidden poverty

1962).

12. People do adapt, of courae,:according to the circumstances and their
abilities. 'For Ocample Oregon has, changed frym a higknet in,-migra-
tion- status'.in:theplate 1970s to-net Oi4,..idigratt4n'tiithe:earlY 1980s.

I would sUspecti.jhowever, that many-Of theie, are ,+Itin=harounds" of
recent in-Migrants "from California (Stevens, 1900a) and that the
peripheral wood products workers have eitharremained in Oregon or
made the (often unsuccessful) long distance treks which seem to patah
the attention'of the dedia. Again, no one really knows.

Krutilla and Haigh also conclude that Congress had this in mind when
they passed the laws. ; believe that a more appropriate interpreta-
'tion is that Congress "miaddled through" by agreeing on means or,poli-
cies without attempting to define or agree upon objectives (Lindblom,
1959).
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14. The major instance of compensation was in 1978 whenthe Redwoods
National Park 'was expanded. Workers were paid up to $350 per week for
relocation, retraining, and severance pay (Millen, 1979).

5. Coping with the distributional consequences of technological change in
,aa 0 general, however, is one of society's largest problems and will At go

away (Okun, 1975).

16. During the conference for which this paper was written, a five year,
interest -free contract extension was announced by the Reagan adminrs7
tration.

17. Iqjapparent response 'to the maturation of a timber-dependent economy
ad&kimpending cicline in economic activity, commercial banks in
Dohglas CoUnty, Oregon (Roseburg) invested an increasing'sha of
their- Unds outiide,that area over the 1958-1977 period (Scha lau,
1900):.

82
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NATURAL AND HUMAN RESOURCES: MAJOR PUBLIC POLICY
AND MINORITY' RURAL LAND OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND USE

by T.T. Williams, Richard Morse, and Avery Webber

reduction

This paper is concerned with the impact_ of government policies on

minority rural landownership, management, andyse. The specific focus of

this paper is on rural blacks, the. blaCk farmer and landowner, and black-,

+bred or controlled farmland. More specifically, we shall be primarily

concerned with contemporary black landownership., manageMent and use
patterns in the South and their. implications.

We shall also gii6 special attention to major public policids that
r.

influence the development, ownership, managementOind use of rural land,

and how such policies affect incomes and the quality of life among rural
blacks -intheo South. A Tina conoern in this paper is°alteimative policy

l
options that might be.consid red for the purpose of alterihg undesirable

outcomes of current programs.

In the many volumes-of-material written about black Americans over the

past 'several ,decades, relatively scant attention has-been'focused on rural
A

blacks, the black. farer, b ]ack rural landowriers, and-their farmlarfd. The

bulk of t s taterial.has fettered around the wh4Lesale flight of btaVkS to
.

citiet-!-the.Abig.,cities--and: the problems 'confronting them there (-Beale,'

1976,- p. 284).
,

A As reCentlY,as'WOrld War II-the majority of blacks.in

lived in tip-rural South, whereotlipir major occupation was

Tie latest.cerisus .(1 980), however, revealed that of the 26.5
N , '

he United .`tags, 38.5:percent lived in the North, and 74

'iemetropolit n -areas. The nonmetropolitari black population,

thii country

agriculture.
,

million blacks.

percent lived,

nevertheless,

fig
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still numbered approximately 26 percent of all black_ Americans (U.S. Bureau

of the Census, 1980). Thus, the 'problems confronting rural blacks continue

to constitute a-significant part of the,Aterican dilemma.

grief History

When the Civil War ended, the federal government confronted the

problem of 'what to do with tha: former slaves. Some advocated granting them

full civil and property rights. Most AmeriAns, however, were not willing

to go that,far. After much and heated debate, Congress in 1865 passed a

stopgap measure over the veto of the ne president, Andrew Johnson,gtsta-

blishing-theL Bureau tf Refugees, reedmen and.Abandoned Lands, commonly

known as the Freedmen'a Bureau: ng .its short existence (1865-72), the

Freedmen's, Bureau stood between. the freed men and, the wrath of their

ex-maslers, providing direct medical aid, establishing hospitals, and

distributing- rations'. The bureau:also established day and night schools,-

and contributed to theacquisitionby:blacks of small amounts of land,

particularly ...in South Carolina (Bennett, 1970, p. 187).

At the same'time,thatthe federal 'government was grappling with thee

probleM-4f,whatto do with the emancipated slaves, the freed meathemselves

we 'e developing Conc4Wof'what freed,' meant to theM and aspirations tor
)

theirt-futuces s fre$d men. Above :allelse, there was a- mania for land and
)

education:* Th efforts Of the Freemen's Bureau, and philanthropic organi-

zations Ad much to' satisfy the hunger for education. "But no one--and
'

-

that isthe
e
greatest tragedy of Reconstruction --no one satisfied the hunger

for land" (Bennett; 1.9701 p., 188). To be sure, the Freedien's Bureau Bill

ef,1865 pi:ovidad forthe allocation of, "unoccupied lands" (not to ,exceed 40

ages) 'among the fived;men,:and'many blacks-believed that there would be a

large -scale distribution of land among them. This did not happen, however,

because the 1865 tongress was not prepared for nd reform,on such'a grand

scale. Bence, blacks were only permitted to .p hose small,3-to-10 acre

tracts of land from the Freedmen's Bureau (Graben, 8, p. 274; Washington

Tnd Favors, 1973, p. 36). The tragic- failure 'of the la rm movement.-

uring 14*st:ruction left the black population withobt a land base (Mar-

urr, 19194 p. 85).
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The development of a strong black land base became the preeminent

ideological imperative of black thought by'the 1890s. As indicated by

Beare, newly emerging agriculture and mechanical colleges for blacks

provided training institutes on advanced agriciiltural techniques.

Formal training aimed at producing agricultural leaders
began with the opening pf Hampton Normal and-Agricultural Insti-
tute at Hampton, Virginia, in 1868, under the auspices of the
American Missionary Society.

A decade later Hampton had trained Booker T.' Washington,
whose ideas dominated black agricultural-thinking torat'least
two generations thereafter. Washington ettalaished.TUSkegee --

2nstitute in Alabama 'in 1881. Here7in the years that followed he
saw the 'need for demonstration work in the field,' for scientific
research at the Institute and for the organization of-farmers.
Tuskegee hired the man who was to become hisgeneration's 'fore-
most 81ack scientist, George Washington Carer, in 1896, and
;sponsored the first black demonstration specialist T.M. Campbell,
'in 1906. In ,the 1890s the Tuskegee Farmers- Conference becaie an
annual event with a South-wide influence in the shaping of'pro-
grams and thought for black.farm tatilies; similar conferences,\,
were developed by other states. TInfortunately these never led to,;,;
an organii6d, economically effective organization of black
farmers (1906, R. 285)

Within'a Single:generation Lousands of young black men were trained;

o.become.morecOmpetent in the agricultural sciences than any ite plan-
.

tNt:ion owner had:ever been (Marable, 1979, pp. 12-13). Howeve

lack land acquisitions resulted from purchases of small t ts over the

40-year period from 1870 to1910.

Black-land tenure in the rural South reached its peak n 1910; there

were approximately 15 million acres being farmed by blacks n the South-at
that time.

'F011oWing 19 0 land owned or controlled by bl ek farmers began a

speedyandtragic course of decline, with he exceptio of the period from
1937 to 1950.

The Southern economy which was based primarily u cotton, began to
fail after 1910. Bad weather, soil erosion, overpopulatio and the boll-
weevil drove many farmerst.black andzite alike, off the land. Rlacks had
been migrating from the South since the end of the Civil War, but e eco,
nomic conditions in the South during this time led to an'accelera ion f
the migration.
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Two developments during the period between 1937 and 1950 fostered

minor growth in both the dumber of blAcks and black farmers who owned land.

The first was the oreation in 1937 of the Farm Security AdministratiOn

<FSA). The FSA was responsible for 150 resettlement projects, inclUOing 9

all black projects in the deep.South. Among the more successful of these

projects ias one .located in Holmeb' County, Mississippi, where 9,350 acres.,

of land were distributed among,black families, and one in Wilcox County,

Alabama, where 10,000 acres were distributed. By 1943 the FSA .had

resettled 2,200 black families on a total of 161,000 acres of land in nine

southern states (Graber, 1978, p. 274)

The second development between 1937 and 1950 that -led to minor growth

in black-owndd land in the South was Woria War II. The prosperous condi-

'Lions engendered by the war and immediate postwar period produced a growth

i'n both the number of blacks and blaCk farmers who owned land. 'But these

_developments dilelittle to t4rn'the tide of black land loss or migration

(Graber, 1978, p. 274; McGee 'and Boone, 1979, p. xviii). By 1974, land

asked and :operated by black - farmers had plunged to approximately -5.5

million acres.

-The e'staglishmeilt bf the Emergency Land Fund ,Eq) in..1971: which
c

works to promote black land retention in the,Southi accelerated," growing.

concern for the increasing decline, in blael-owned agricultural land in Nu!

Southeastern United States and the possible contribution Of heirs' property

to that decline.

Contemporary Black Rural Land Tenure 4n the South

Black -owned land in the Soith -is highly concentrated in an area'

commonly known as the Black Belt, stretching acrov,Alabama and parts of

Mississippi, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina (Graber, 1978, pp:

272-76; Salamon, 1976, pp: 3-6). Four states (Alabama ississippi, North

Carolina, and South Carolina') contain almost 60 pe ent o 1 black-owned

rural land in the region;-Mississippi alone contains nearly one-quarter of

this land. Black-owned agricultural land is- also concentrated within the

several states. Only 492 of.. the more than 1,000counties in the South

contain as much as 2,000 acres 'of black-owned land& Only 92 counties

contain in excess of 20,000 acres (Salamong.1976, pp:3-6).
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Black-owned and/or controlled parcels, typically are comparatively

small in size and generally, do not yield sufficient sales of farm products

to provide a reasonable standard of family living. Nearly two-thirds of

all black farm.operatioris sell less-than $2,500 worth of farm products per

year. Hence, many black farm operators depend heavily on off -farm, jobs or

income (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1980). Although the size of both

black- and white-owned parcels have trended upward, the average .size of

white parcels doubled, between 1935 and 1969 rising to 283 acres. During

that, same .period-,"%the average size of black parcels increased 44 percent,

rising only to 78acrls1(Beale, 1976, p. 287)..

Black land adquiAt.ions,in the South have historically been restricted

to less desirable, marginal lands-- typically in the hilly regions and poor

soil areas-(Beale, 1976, R. 308; Salamon, 1976, P. 23). B
owned land, perhaps a declining amount, is strategically located, for

exampf'e, in the South Carolina-coastal areas (Thomas, 1978).

Estimates of black-owned heir property vary from 33 percent to 5

percent of all "ruili;blackl-owned land (Graber, 197$, p. 276). These

Parcels typically follow the same size andtlocation patterns as black -owned

land in general. Heir property, particular, tends to be located in
4 40"counties and areas where there has been a lack of non-agricultural develop-

'.

ment. On the other hand; the amount of heir property issignificlantly

lower in countteswhere there are large amounts of timber owned by timber

4k companies;; oil explorations, extensive resort developments, and sprawling

suburban development. The scarcity of heir property in areas characterized

by heavy industrial and intensive land development is, in many cases, due

to efforts by land investors and developers to clear titles to such proper-

tieS, which they subsequently purchase (Graben, 1978, p. 276; Washington

and Favors, 1973, p. 37).

Considerable acreage of black -owned land is not utilized in -arm

production. It has been estimated that nearly one-fourth of all crop-land

on the farm of black owners lies idle or has crop' failure, compared with

only one-ninth on farms' of white owners. In addition, approximately

three-eighths of the remaining land of commercial-black owners consists of

woodlands, which is usually of low ecQnomicvalue, except for firewood or.
hunting (Beale; 1976, p. 300).
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The Burdau of Census-ranks farms by the value of produc s sold. Using

this'criterionlrelattvely few blacks have .a real toehold in agriculture.

Without a radical. Chngein their scale of operation, themajc;rity of

commercial blaCk farm.Opem rs have little chance of:making a decent

living from farm144. In 19 6 thirty7seven?erdent of':bla0 farOttOator

(full and part Owners'comb ed)Hwere not producing enough to be,,e4ssed744s

commercial farmers. A comparison. of black..operated and white- operated

commercial farms in the South revealed that the average slue of products

sold was $3, 8145' the black farmer d $13,816 for t e white farmer

(Beale, 1976, tp. 297-98). Although t above average in owes reflect the

disparity between the two groups, they are a bit misleading. "Nearly

two-thirds of all black farms sell less than $2,500 worth of farm goods a

year" (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1980). Moreover, of the `214.5

million poor, 39 percent live in
.-

,white poor and 32 percent of all

To say the least, rural poverty

considered as dysfunctional for.

whole.

Southern black fa ers have been handicapPedty their small acreage,

rtJa-al,areas, including 42Tercent of all

black poor (Rodgers,! p. 77)-.

is a serious problem and it must be

the small farmer 414, the country as a

lagging propensity to change, old age, low levels of formal education, and

. outmoded equipment (Bea;e, 1976, p. 302). The typical southern black

farmer tends to Opeeate his farm in the "old -time manner," growing

traditional crops(cotton, tobacco, and peanuts), using older methods and

equipment, and producing mainly for home consumption. Even commercial

blackfarmers in the South put much more emphasis on subsidtende than do

their -white Counterparts. For example, the majority of'white southern

commercial farmeri who raise cattle or hogs raise them, for sale. On the

Other hand, the majority of black commercial farmers who raise livestock do

so for home consumption. 'Similar patterns can be observed for chickens,

eggs, and 1141k. Beale (1976Y summarized the lagging propensity of black

farmers to change in the following manner.

The four types of commercial farms--cotton, tobacco,

general, and (other field crops-- account for 86 percent of all

southern white farmers'. The major significance of this fact is

that the crops involved are allotted crops for which the acreage

is restricted by law, that more often than not, they are in sur-

plus supply, and, that they are either stationary or contracting

in acreage.
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In contrast, the black farter has only minor repreientation
in the sectors of agriculture that have been expanding in the.
Smith, such as livestock,' dairy or poultry* farting and
crops. Throughout the South the ,agricultural colleges and:other
shapers of farming trends have long been preaching the theme of a
"green revolution" to southern farmers- -that is, a conversion of'
lands to hay crops and improved'pastures and the raising of more
livestock. This ,movement clearly came of age in the 1950s fi-
the 1959 census revealed that the South as a region for the ,first
time had more livestock farms than cotton farms. But.for the
black farmer, it is.almost as though 'such-a 'chgnge never oc-
curred, janly four perbent of the 'black southern farmers are
livestock speeialist6 (cattle, hogs and peep), and only an
additional one .percent are dairymek or-poultrymen

NA

-kothing more sharply' dis inguished white from black farmers:L...
miltig the South thaa-,the slifte ._ degree of reliance on liVestoOk.

Ninety4iercent ofthe'' ttital lue of products sold by black.
fariers,10. 19W*5nOiSted of crop's ando)anly ten percent of
liiestoOkandik'Vestock products, On,southerp.white operated
t4 -1..iftY-twokercent of: the total'lirpaUdt:value was from
crOps.-en -tOrVeight,percent_flnlivestockan-,almost:even
1,4444.0. p,.00..301). '-'

tEemost: ignificant characteris c of black farm operators

affeCitizqg-dpi oduC'tiVitys Iii each of the major tenure classes-full owner,

part owner 'and tenant--the average ak,e of black southern farmers is'higher:

than that of white fanners (Beale, 1976, p. 20 -.In 1960, blaCks whe were

beyond the most productive age_bracket-thirty-fi e to fifty -four year, Pt

age- -owned a disproportionate, share of black.eowned land.... `or exit'Pleniore

than one-third. ofthe blacks. owning land in'theSewtheast'vere.fover sixty -

five years of age,. and they own4 two- fifths ,the-landownedby, blacks

"(Browne, 1974, p.:113)e-high a,gelevel of black owners and operators

helps to explain the comiaratively low level of prodUctivity of black-owned

farms.

Some notion of the .educational status of black landowners can be

,discerned from Beale's (1976, p. 304) study of blacks ih American agricul-

ture. The average years of schooling completed by. the nonwhite farm popu-

lation twenty-five years old and over was 6:1 years, compared -with 11.2

years for the white farm population and 12.3 years for the total urban

population. Only 8 percent of adult bladk farm residents had completed

high school, the lowet level of schooling in the United States outside

certain Indian tribes. Some gradual improvement has taken place since

5
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1976, but4 the pace has-been slow. Th'e increase-in nonwhite farm high

school 'graduates "twenty -five tears old and.overwent only frOm 2 percent- to-

8 percent in thirty. years. In this regard the black farM pOw.1<ion'was

more than a generation behind the white farm population, perdent of whom'

were high sch61 graduates in 1940.

With such low levels of education, it is easy to understand how

frequently it is possible for-these farmers to fail to understand the

complexities of government programs that affect,their heavily controlled

crops, or to take ful`1 advantage of the services that the government,and

the experiment stations an provide-them (Beale, 1976, p. 305).

_Bothit4ckandwOite farmers alike enjoy the benefits of technol9gical

advances unkioWn or unavailable to most farmers of past generations. The

4

.

extension or electricityto.'farms is. now nearly universal; and the great

majority of farthers now own either an automobile or a truck, affording them

much greater freedom of movement and choice in purchasing or selling. But
-N\

there are'other important conventional facilities and equipment that most-
.

black farmerS' still do without. For exaMple only one-fourth of ponwhit.

operated farms-had telephones in 1976, compared with two - thirds of

operated-farms. Nevertheless, the proportion of black farmers with tele-

phones in 1976' was double what it .was a decade earlier. The telephone is a.

contemporary convenience that the typical commercial white farmer_takes for.

granted. It enhances his' marketing ability and broadens-h s'-titnge of

communiCatiOn' 'generally. Many black tamers, because of a' lack of

'sufficient income or perhaps a lack of experience with the advantages of

having a telephone, are at a comparative disadvantage in Marketing ability-,

and general communic,tion (Beale, 1976,'p. 303)

'Equally if not more important for b d - range marketing ability,

'communication, and reduced isolation genet ly is the piyed or improved

road. "As the last claimants to land, black landowners' morib often obtained

poor land away from the'main traveled roads" (Beale, 1976, p. 303). In the

South as a whole, in. 1959, only 57 percent of all commercial -scale nonwhite

farms were located on paved or improved roads, compared with 72 percdnt for

commercial white farms (Beale, .1976, p. 30'3) While the situation has

improvecLsince_1959, a disproportionate number of black farms are still

located on dirt or unimproved roads..

4
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A final essential for 'efficient farm operations; particularly in the
-4 0

pzpduction of field crops (which most black farm enterprises,, grow), is a

tractor. The black ,farmer is also at a disadvantage here. Limiting the

son, to full commercial owners the "elite" group, teale (1 976, p.

ported that only 39 percent of nonwhites had one or 'more tractors

com ared with qo percent o..-the.whife full commercial owdiks. In fact,

none(' southern white farmers are more likely to 'have usa of

trac ban are commercial black fulldowners.

k1

RecomxneiSciations ana Summary

Modern technology has been viewed as the major .force behind economic

development. This technology has,created.in rural America large-scale and

highly specialized farms.But deipite.the impact of modern technology on

agricultural ProduStion, there are groups 61-farmers who suffer from

poverty and-isolation. They lag behind .other farmers on indicies used t4

measure quality of life, that is, income, education, housing,
4
and

Not- all farms in the United~ States are commercially profitable. : For
a

example,.5 percent of farmers produce over 504ercent of the total output.,
. .

and S4 percent-produCe-the other farmfoutpUt. The latter group of farmers

IS struggling to hold on to the land they own. .1t is this 94 percent that
.

are overlooked in policy formation and implementttion. Some of these

farmer$ maintatn their economic viability by off-tam employment and 'doing

the fOna work on weekends. 4

The loss of bldck farmers, the dJkline in small and part -time farmers,

and the .increase 'in large -scale farmiqg have caught the attentie of policy

makers. However, there is a lack of consensus about an approp iate strat-
,

egy.for helping these,groups. In this paper we,..take the position that

retention of the black and other small'farmers (part-time oriotherwise),

should be the focUs of national polidy. Certainly, these farmers are

experiencipg'diffietaty in maintaining and operating their farms. Policies

to improve the status of black farmers and other small-farm operators All

result in _their increased contribution to the total volume of food and

fiber produced from our farmland.

strategies,designed to strengthen the capability of small

farmers to increase their total, output will foster (1) a supalybuffer for
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market crises, experienced by large-scale farmeri; (2) a source of local
.,

fammproduce in close proximity to the urban populatiori; (3) an alterfigtive

outlet for 'family laborp-thus re ucini.weifare rolls; nd',(4) a mechanism

to place emphasis on"people" pat er than mthings.".
.

Such policy strategies for small farmers would enhance the.economic
,

viability of blabk farmers and instill- hope .in black, youth that there- is a,

future in agriculture. .0n paper, American agriculture has the most effec-

'tive

land

must

mechanism for helping small farmers improve their quality of life- -the
AP
grantsySem: Research and.extension programs in these institutions

provide an were to such qUbstions as:

- How can t small .farm beco a gable° economic unit?

,What strategies are needed deliver timely services toA:the small

farmer?'

How-will the small farmer be affected,by the increased emphasis on-

how

the private sebtbr?

can 'the land grant system effectively interface .with USDA;ip

developing strategy for Flail farmerS?

,.Enumerated and discussedAelow are three specifip recomtendgtions te,.

ensurea future for small-fariers in American agriculture: :

Delegate to the 1a90 Land ;rant universities and Tuskegee Institute-,
,A

.. the responsibiliti far the production, marketing, and community'developdent

fOcusing on'cOordination of the'small,ifart clientele. Most of tie 1890

in athern states where therelatively---,Land Grant universities are located
r

small ,black ferimers, are concentr

for; these universities to fecus-o

would be operation ly feasi-ble ,

esearchoimanagemento.anditechnical

needs of ,small-farmers. Naturally, the federalgovernment would provide

the .resources for research extension d the 'establishment of an experi
.

mental farm at each of the universities to test research findings and

.eXAt tension strategy.

Historically, the 1890-universities and Tuskegee Institute, through
'46

their acadeMic research and outreac programs,i-ograms, have pached an appreciable

number of rural Americans in need orassistance.
.

.Even today there are rural families that are perpetual liabilities to

the -state where they reside. In order to imPrb e employment opportunities

and enhance the general welfare and 'quality r 1 fe for these rural dwell-

ers, the-1890 divAsities, colleges, and Tuskegee Institute are prepared



'to expand their outreach fapabilities to make axc impact.on the various

soy onomic factors-that adversely affect the Ifestylges of 'small black
#, The outreach role these institutions' would assume should focus on

training and rural service delivery-programs in cooperati6n wIth!community-
.

oriented groups.. These universities

:leadership role in providing services

universities and Tuskegee Institute pro

should be encouraged to take the
6

to 'small farmel% While the 1890

grams have focused 'on the limited-

resource farmers, their efforts have been plagued with insufficient funds,

thereby prkcluding the estalishmintwof an adequate information pool upon

which concrete long-term programs-can. be developed.

Sharpen the focus of federal agencies to work with small farms. Few

black farmers arebeing adequately served by such agencies as the C9opera-_

tive "Extension Seryioet CCES)' the FarmitrsHome Administration (Flag, and

the Soil Conservation Service .( S). recommended' that the 189.0

universities, Oolleges, Tuskegee Institute be given the responsibltity

of designing and, testing strategies for the delivery of services to small

farmers within the programmatic intent of these federal agenCies.

MoreoVer, the services poposed Must include self -help programs-And

technical assistance. the above recommendatiops should lead to: (1),a

better way of life, (2) a break in the povertycyclei, and (3) a future for

-black farmeri in.AMeripan'agriculturd.

The Bottom Line

v -

The' typical black farmer of 1983 will not be around at the end of the

century unfess specific strategies are developed now tot assure) their

economic viability.

glk
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A DISCUSSION OF FOUR PAPERS or
RESOURCES INCOME, AND WELL-BEING

Comments on the Duncan; Popper Williams, Morse, and. "Webber;
and Stevens,Cade Stud4tPapers

by'Paul Barkley

. Eacti of the four case studies is about a'particular relationship

between a particular resource and a particular clientele or, user group.

Each is interesting because it proVides breadth or depth to our collective

WIderstanding of the real world and each provides the fuel. for large"-

.numbers of inquiries, hypothesesp'and policies.about resources and the Men',

apd women who use them. Eadh"is'limited,however; since -a case study

cannot provide an empirical basis for.policy.or for action outside the

confines of its Own group or location.

Although the four stories address quite different resources in

different regions, there is a"sameness to them. Ail are about income. All

are out essentially stock resources. All are-out (or hint at) policies

or practicel that have a tremend;ut effect on workers' incomes,-but 'are

outside the immediate control of the local group. "(Put another way, all

pre about externals' es`.) All are aboutoacQess to a resource or access to

the rewards from resource exploitation. Two of tie papers, the one by

,Popper and theone by Williams and his collaborators, are about land tenure

and the access tO land. Since access is their main theme, they become only

tangentially involved in the classic relationship between efficiency and

equity; The papers 'by the Duncans and by Stevens are about thadistribu-

tion of rents earned through' exploitation. As sych, they must °brae to

grips_ with questions about efficiency and equity. They build on implicit

assumptions about this tradeoff and introduce one more vagary--inftabil-
*,

ity--into their discussions. All are provoking papers and should be given.

close scrutiny: They will be discussed in pairs here. Within each pair-

ing, the individual papers wi'l be mentioned and treated separately.

Paul Barkley is_Professo of. Agricultural Econoiics at Washington State
University, Pullman.
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Access, to

More than anything else acce4s determines:income distribution through

time and, across individuals. besS,to factors of production'stands behind

the classical theory of income distribution. It is also behind every

battle overjand-ere and every controversy between labor and maAagemeA.
, .

While markets4may set tie prices, institutions and the rules of marketing

may decide who' can buy and who can sells..they provide the.contexeinrwhich

access is established.

The ruleS of access relating to,land_are particularly convoluted.
a. .

.

,

While exceanging land may -require only money or other: negotiating

resources, the use of land; once exchanged, is circumscribed by rules in

the form of covenants, zoning restrictions, truncated rights,,tax laws, and

statuSrights. The two "access eases" address,these'kinds,ok, themes,.

Frank Popper's work on the Northeast appears to be an appealing and

oplArely written piece on the origins and-Consequences of zoning and. public

ownership in a variety of Northeast sittings. Likening Pdpper's paper to

thechurch choir.is perhaps 4%. Sopranos carry the Melody: ZOning and

national parks are urbin in their origins and have a rioh hiStovry; The
.

altbs sing a harmonizing tune that echoes the sopranos. This harmony says
044..

that these two developments have spread almo4 intact to rural areas. The

tenors sing a.feightful counter melody that begins to raise questions about

the propriety or usefulness of, transferring these urban-- devices to rural

areas. The bass section concentrates en the rhythm and provides structure

for the whole piece. The hass (or basel) is an important story of

externalities, inability to gain access, 4110, intrusion of one culture into

another culture. Theresult is a'weli-orchestratd piece that isielakr

listening but one that portends that there is more to the problem than

meets the eye.

Popper cannot drove that there is a relationshfp between land-tenure

-.sad poverty, but,he-Would like more -people to have access to the, land in

4e Northeast that is now held by a very fewindividuaIs Or families.

While one might'applitud this egalitarian instinct, one must also wonder if

a massive redistribution of land would have any effect on the incidence of

poverty. Strong arguments can 'be de to show that breaking up the land

holding8 could result in a class of subsistence farmers who, in addition to
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suffering low farm incomes, might also, bicause df remoteness, be very hard

to serve 'wit an-acceptable collection of:public
,services.

It is the zoning issue thatetniinuc!S- to draw attention. Zoning is

inarguably a means of controlling. population density. In its simple
k

.

AppliCationi, it exerts control by specifying the kinds- and numberi of
IP '

houAes or businesses that can occupy a' given territOrY. .At the haths'of.

sophiSticated,managers, the technique ,can be used to impose inoMe;

restrictions, race restridtionsoi eir ethnic restrictions as -well. Popper

develops this theme then equivocates in its application to rural areas.

Cities, either through- edict, the democratic process, or throUgh some

process. related to efficiency, derive an "appropriate-level of density,

_an8 zone so as to achieve..it. The Zoned level of density is frequently

below the level of density that would be promulgated by free market

exchanges. Hence, zoning is restrictive and it limits access.- In

restricting.access, zoning also limits the number of (real or perceived)

negative.exterweities that Must be absorbed by the q'honers or_ by thOse whom

the zoners wish to protect.

Zoning in rural areas may ,also be restrictive it that.it differen-

tiates between-What'peoOle can do and what they canno In sp doing, it

also reveals the approved level of density. Popper-fallstptdevelop the

most critical If does increasecdensity bringnet:positive or net

'negative externalities to a rural area?. Many 5,1111 contend that increaSed

density,,qn balancelbrings positive external gains to rural,areas. if

this is, so, there is an optiMal density, and the' optimal degree of zoning

mllst follow: This willp.of course, vary,from plabe to place, The

investigator's job is .to give numeric content to this optimil zoti4.11g..

AIL. things taken, Popper fails'toaeliver on a'Ma;jor promise.- He sets

out to use land policy to reconcile a divergent set.of goals that includes

economic growth, environmental protection,' increased access, and optimal'

density (neutral externalities). His c6nclusiSns alloy us only to infer

that zoning and redistributing land are, 'at best; weak tools in' this

effort. We are left wondering how zoning and national parks Are related to

poyerty and how land use in the Northeast can be rearranged so as to .better

meet the demands of a diverse population.

Williams and his associates address an historiial theme. The blacks

came out of the Civil War as free persons but the ordinary -routes through-,
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which la2d could be secred. were closed to them. An American population

who had heard all there was to hear,about the land ethic and who knew no

trade except farming could have la4d. :The story of agpities from the

Freedien's Bureau ta'the Farm Security Administration is recounted. The

emphasis ,is on theldifficulty that blacks have had in gaiqing access.

The story can be told in a conventional way and The conclusion

or lesson is that black farEerS, like their white counterparts, are pro-
,.

ducingcommodities that are generally in oversupply. Land use e

help increase incomes ,of black farmers would

.Manage.. While there may be a resource -origin

rts td.

be' very hard to esta sh and

d solution to the problems of

al/ single black farm family, it is untoward to think of removing black

pOverty from Alabama, Mississippi, and the Carolinas by manipulating

property rights, tenure,.or access.

DiStribution of Rents

r-

e ;)uncans and Joe Stevens are concerned with different problems.

Coal ilining and forestry (forest products)Nre activities that require huge

labor forces to produce saleable products. The labor forces working in

these extractive industries are no different from industrial labor forces.

They work and earn wages when the plant is open; they live on' modest
,

accumulations
.

and transfer.fpayments when the,plant is:closed. They are-at. '

.

the mercy of the plant managers who,. in turn, are at the mercy of a highly
.

volatile and Increasingly international market. lOval.1 changes in relative

priCes cause plants to open or close on a moment's' notice. The owners act

in theis own self- interests and the workers must absorb .the economic
. ,

penalities that arise from the-nearly.complete separation between opetating

decisions and labor. -
.

If these papers had been, written a decade ago, they would have surely

`fallen in with the mood of that 'era and developed a theory in hich

lhresource owners exploited workers (which they certainly do) and cI spired
.

.

to keep workers in poverty. The authors would have used emotional

outbursts to decry "the system" and the conspirators who keep the qeystem

for. theoelves. The present .papers do not fall into this trap. The

authors recognize' inequity, but rely_ on more constructive analyses to ask

about thw relationship between the resource, the worker, 'and disposable

income.
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The DuncAns worry-about a county that has just passed'through a major

1=m. During the boom, incomes increased, population, increased by 50

Percent,' and (.unmentioned by the authors) housing units-increasecLby 70.

percent. 'In spite of this, the poor remained 'poor, open sewage rah in the

4_.; creeks, and bank deposits,per,Apita were abysmally low. When.the-boom

ended, conditions worsened. The communities in the county geared up' for

profits that were, never fUllyiTiaiized and combinations of social overhead

capital that were never put in plate. No one can doubt this. The case is

well made.

One must recognize, however, that the plight of the-coal-producing.

county was made all the worse py h reels-Ion in the general economy.

People moved to'Martin County, Kentucky,. in droves"once the word was out
tb.

,
.

that jobs were.available in the tines. The unanswered (and, of course, g

unanswerable).question is: tow would the county have fared if new, workers

had not poured in? Comparative statistics ought to he able t9, give soie-

plues. In this case, the clues were hidden behind a series of external and

national phenomena that compounded the local, protilem.

The comparisons between the low, stable-income Montgomery County and,

high volatile-income Martin County are interesting, but they fail to

answer a pressing' question: DO individuals prefer stability or a chance.at

high incomes? This is an important question that has a significant bearing

on the public and private choices of the people in areas' dependent 6n a

Single resource.

The timber products work force is no less interesting. Stevens uses a

number of jparadigins trying to find acceptable explanations for worker,

behavior. He finally settles on a combination of the public c} nice

paradigm an d; the dual labor force hypothesis. This is acceptable since

this combined approach does not violate the apparent' intentions of the

orkers nor doed it offend the sensibilities of investigators looking at

tie ploblem from the outside. The Stevens case discusses poVerty, the

conflibt between the labor pool' and the mill opeliators, and the political

problems associated with change.

Both the coal case and the forest case end on a weak note. They both

promise policies, but neither delivers in a meaningful way. The

relationship between the resource base, poverty, and community development

is, articulatedespecially by the Duncans--but no resource - oriented policy
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.is given much chance eit6-110oeSs if -the °Neat is to relieve poverty. ice

forestry, the only. recommendation is a temporary and ultimately devastating

palliative: out the trees. But the public will not 'permit that. Answers

in the coal case are even more obscure and seem to hinge on inducing thet

coal - owning firm bp-behave in a way that is consistent with improving the
,

community in which the labor poorresides. In both: cases, the authors

suggest that the firm has some responsibility toward its local public; but

both papers also suggest that the firm gets more favored treatment from
(

public policies than do the members of the labor f+e.

. It may be instructive to think of firms in these special kinds of

circumstancesto be the connectors between the individual worker and

economic society. The specialized 'workers. have highly developed skills

that are rewarded when they are used but which undou 'btedly have very low.'

opportunity costs. (If .this is true, the workers-are already sharing in

the rents earned by resource exploitation.) If the firm closes or is dis-

rupted,' the social consequence is very high for the local area--perhaps for

the state or region, as well. If i worker is .laid off or drops, out of the

labor pool, he may be damaged quite severely, but the liroader effect, even

-locally, is somewhat minor. This line of reasoning can be developed into a

case for government protection, of firms ratber than direct protection of

individuals. The various tax concessions and extended paypack periods

mentioned 'by the 'authors may be less Objectionable in this /fight.

Apparently, the forest product. workers-Agree ;.henpthey abdicate nearly all

of their political power to the mill owners.

The relationship between the exploiting 'firm and the local communit

'deserves considerable attention., The DuncanS were most concerned atibut

this, but the relationship is also present in forest. products.. The Duncans

imply that more linkages, both _forward and ¶ackward, should be.developed

between the firm and the local community. The firm should be more

concerned with its environment and7should either voluntarily make payments

to the, local public sector or be less hostile toward the prospect of higher

severance taxes to be used in support of the local infrastructure.

The authors of these papere seem' to be overlooking the most venerable
; .

example of integrating an exploiting firm or industry and its labor force.

For decadesr or perhaps centuriesi,the company town has melded into one

unit'the owner of the resource, the owner of the capital needed to turnthe
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rdsource into a Saleable product, and the labor force needed to operate the

capitalifixtures. Admitteldly, the company gown can bp horr ndously

oppressive and can reduce labor'to a most pitiable state. Roth the popular

and the technical literature is replete with examples of oppressed workers

living in rigidly controlled towns. In this mere enlightened era, however,

it does seem reasonable that the coal companies could buyi'the towns in

Martin County and bebome custodians for the social overhead capital in

addition to being. wage pagers.- The prospect of integration through this

mechanism seems about as likely as that of increasing-the'severance "tax _and

returning a portion.of..the revenue-thus gained to the local coal county

communities. To to sure, the company "town is an idea whose.tibe has

passed- -but so Is the Delco, wind-Operated generating

studious im4nation and limited application, elements

may be-usefully revived to protect incomes, towns, and

plant! With some

of the comppy town

resources.

In ,sum, these four,. use studies are fascinating vignettes about
. :

resources and poverty. They capture the frustration that locatresigt

must have about the tradeoff, between equity and efficiency. They add a
Ar .

third meiber to this timeless tradeoff by introducing income stability.

All things taken, the. authors of thecase studies 'appear to agree that

public policy' addressing a resource- :land, forehts, or,coal-is probably. a

weak approach to alleviating poverty or furthering rural development.

Beyond that, they seem to struggle with the problem of how resources can be

used in the eternal battle to' eradicate poverty in rural areas. I suspect

the task of finding a comprehensive pelidy device that enhances -labor

income, promotes community development, and protects a resource base will

require the best' of these studies plus "much, additional inquiry,

experimentation, and frustration.

V.
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MGM AN'INTEGRAIIVE-ASSESSMINT

,

omtsents on the DUncan; Popper; Wf;:liame,'Morse,:and Webber.;
and. Stevens Ca§ebStudy Papers

by Brady 3*Deatori

My charge 'was to capture the estence of comments,madeduring our two

lively, small-g1 moupp.discussion.seisions today ,qhiie commenting` on the four

papers presented by Duncan.and-Duncan; Popper; Williams, -MQrse, and Webber;

and Stevens.. As you-are well aware, this'is no small charge.given the
,

variety' of approaches, concepts, and experiences being shared in this'
,

thoughtful setting.

6

Our discussrons today have reflected the growin,e,conviction 'that

natural .resources do, in.fact, matter' in the creation and alleviation of

rural. poverty. Policies that govern and respond to natural resource use'

may have an important bearing on the quality of hlife of people affected by

the natural resource. It. 4ks.become apparent that use of different natural

*resources by society has had,varying effects' on rural communities. Wd must

distinguish among the historical, legall.and'culturalerramework of the

Appalachian coal economy, the timber industry orthe Northwest, the plight

of small - scale farmers in the-South, and, land use policies.in the North-
.

east.

First I want to provide a framework that I believe will help' integrate'

much of what we have heard today.. Then,I will relate aspects of the papers

to various components of the-relationships illustrated in figure 1.

The pattern model depicted in figure.) appears quite relevant to our

discussion.- It is drawn from in induced innovation work of Vernon Ruttan

and Yujiro Hayami. Their Allies of agricultural development have

emphasized the importance of four components of change: ( technology; (2)

institutions, (3) cultural endowments, and (4) resource endowments.
4

Interrelationships occur among. all of these four. components. Social-

and cultural change are associated with changes in the economy, rater and
4

Brady J. Deaton is Professor, Department of 'Agricultural. EconoMics at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
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Figure i Components of Institutional Change With

al and Dynamic Dimengions
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direction of natubal 'resoUrce use. I have drawn attention to the time and
I 4-

...space 'dimensions that should,be.explicitly recognized in this framework'and

about Which 'we have heard a great 'deal at this conference.

The-time dimension-of the model reflects the intergenerational

derations that must be brought to bear when considering questions of

`resource use.' In no area does this appear to be tore signifiCant than th

our'education institutions. John &ogle in his Theory of JUStice stressed

the significance.of educatidri to the.futureiquality of society. Through

the values and policies brought to bear on 'education, we shapeithe-besic
.

.

fabric of our society.

The Williams, Morse, and Webber paper echoes this theme and illustrates

the long -ter struggle that ensues from educatiodal deprivation. They cite

Beale's 1976 study'which found the average years of schooling attainment

among black landowners Who, were 25. years of or older to be 6.1 :years,

whereas the similar group of white farm popula ion was,11.2 years. They

observe that: "With such low levels of education, it is -easy eb understand

how frequently it.is possible for these farmers to fail to understand the
%g_

complexities dr government programs that affect their heavily controlled

crops, or to take full.advantage of the services that the government,and

the experiment itationicanplovide them.".

Williams and his colleagues alsocite the early emphasis placeo(on land

and education' by the Freedman's Bureau, while the "federal. government was

grappling with the problem of whatLto.do with the emancipated,slave

Unfortunately, -federal concern for black education was inadequate in our

nation's history. The dire consequences have been all too obvfotts. I

applaud the efforts- of Williams,- Morse, -and Webber-to bring these points

out for disaussibn. The interrelationships between the institutions of

education, land ownership, and: other factors illustrated in figure 1 have

shaped th0 problems associated with small farm operators in the south and

elsewhere.

Th4 Duncans' aper calls attention to the distributional mechanisms in

the Appalachian c economy. Underlying their stimulating paper ii/the

institutional setting in the Appalachian Region that has been shaped by a

history of judicial decisions.that favored resource exploitation to the

detr t of locally based infrastructure and economic development. The
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evolution of the structure has been illuminated-in Harry Caudill s

classic book, Night Comes to the Cumberlands.

.The judicial underpinning of the diBtributional system could be given

more emphasis. Indeed,-this may be.the most ov looked cribibal issue in

this wirkshop. In any the time 'dimensio of figtre 1 reminds us

that we Jan,neber totally escape our institutional and cultural heritage.
, r

These factors must be incorporated int9 a.brpader perspective of the ,

natural resource-poverty,intkrrelationships in order to grasp the magnitude
.

a

of the task with which we are ,confronted.

Steyens'-vaper reviews a wide range of stimulating and innovative

literature. paper'also illustrates some of thecritical differeFes

between .coal- and timber -based economies. Both the Stevens and the Duncan'

.and Duncan papers illustrate the critical nature of industry-specifid
* a ,!cyclical savings and technological shifts.

_)

These are harsh events for

people caught up ih those economies Withodt the" breadth of hen capital

investments necessai-y to undergird reasonable labor market ad ustmentst

Stevens states that "whether, the industry., the public, or the worker

himself is responsible for the well-being of the peripheral worker himself

is very much a value judgment." This is alchallenging thought which can be

analytdcally approached within the context of -some bas.c premises about the-

nature of. justice in our society. .From John Rawls' perspective, we would

have to question he future beidg shaped bY-whafever decision isreactied.,

An intergenerational perspective is essential.

'I am somewhat troubled by the direction that could be suggested by the

Public Choice theory'reviewed by Stevens. Theinherently individualistic

.basislof this theory seems inadequate for addressing, issues such as

education and labor "training. in these areas, .externalities are perive

and all our futures altered' by the decisionp reached. Rawls'

recognition of certain commonalities of interests arid shared values may be

a more appealing approach to suph issues.

Both the Duncans'. and Stever s' papers raise the issue of alternative

approaches,tf;r obtaining institutional control over the wealth generated-
s

from nature fesourae exploitation. This issue is being raised around the

country and is-being acted upon at the state and local level. I suspect we

will hear a great deal more about dt,in the future.
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,I thank eaC4 of the authort-for very: readable, interesting papers.

They have been daring iri some respects, Intellectlially stimulating, and

profeasiogalarrealoonsible.
_
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e ENTS ON THETUNCAN; POPPER; WILLIAM, MORSE, A
WEBBER; AND STEVENS CASE STUDY PAPSRg

.by Marty Strange

I am goingto spend most of mY time reporting en what the discussion

was in our group,. choosing to do. that rather than talking at length abdut

the four papers myself. When I was asked to participate in this capacity,

I protested that having never sgRn a black farmer, knowing nothing about

Oregon, other than it is not Crean, andimnderstanding only- vaguely that

coal is dark, hard, and burns and agreeing t400 much with 'Prank Popper. and

being unable. Ito be entertaining as he was, would not have much to say

about the papers, per se.

But I do think that the group discussion wp had was particularly good.

I felt very good 'about the discussion all day todatr, and I am going to try

to saY'eome things about our discugSion on local development strategies.

And 7 am going to save some time for group number one to amend or offer

minority reports, in whole or in part, -or to object or tq do Whatever they

need to do.

I think she said. several important thi i about local government

strategies. . One is that the bottom-line standard has to:be whet2ler the

economic activity invslved improves' local conditions. ,Whether it

contributes to national market situations in the macro sense, or whether it

makes sense ...for tde individual firm in the micro sense, is not really

important any more. And we began to learn that the process of development

means that we all move together or we do not move at ,a11; that is, we ends

up with a better feeling of well-being after it is done than we had before

we started.

Second, political developments intrinsic to that local development

strategy are as importantor perhaps more important--than the economic

activities that'are part ofdit. We cited, for instance, the' value which

black land ownership has for the political participation of blacks; we

talked' about it in the context of the civil rights movement a little bit

Marty Strange, is Codirector-of the enter for Rural Affairs, Wa).thill
Nebraska.
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we talked about it in ,terms of participation in the cooperative 'movement.

In fact, we talked at great leriah-aboutscoopeisatives and reachA a*kind of

a summary.. judgment that cooperatives pay not have done as much as they

could for poor people in the' econoMic sense, but have done a great deal for

poor.people in terms of sharpening political skills and invol4ement in the

lookitfcal process.

As a part-of that who a discussion about the politics of idevelopment-

which clearly runs through 11 the palers in the discussion today- e began
,

to talk-a bit about the glue that.hblds various "development strategiee

together. And we raised the question of whethe? there were difference's

between urban and rural development.strategiesimportant differencesor

whether there were important differences among rural development strategies

and how it was they' were located Jill different areas.

We reached the conclusion that there may be differences in content o

the development activity, but that there- is little difference in-the

dynamic of change or in .the exercise of power that is 'part of the

development process. So, We'reached the_conclusion that tSere is -no,

universal development'strategy--but there may be a universal development

process that involves taking bacli eontroa.over the lives of people who are

Affected by economic activity associated with the resources that 'are in

their immediate environment?

And implicit in that was another s y judgment: at natural

resources are to rural development strategy what real estai.s to urban

development strategy. You don't "do rural" withoUtf"doing resources."

We had'a very interesting discussion

reallocating cast and benefits that come

without revolution.

I

about the whole

rom development,

problet. of

and doing so

ire 'talked a great deal about how in western .coal and mineral develop-

-ment gene14-alT there have been some successful efforts to _capitalize from

the development activity; that is, some premiut (often via a severance tax)

associated with development activity has created state treasuries. This

premium can be used for devellopment of the state. BUt the jury. is not yet
1

in as to how such a capital fund is going to used, and Wherer the

development strategies associated wi h it will be any'different from the
)_

development strategies that have pro eeded in the past or the development

strategies which left Appalachia in the condition it was _in.

1
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And'then we talked some about the inherent difference between =-'and I

thiAk this' has not received enough attention throughout the conference as a .

whole--thedifference between resources that,are used consumptively and

-those Whichdo not have to be used-consUmptively.- And I emphasize this

becausi I, am not aware of any natural resouride in America that is not, used

.consumptively.

The mythology of agriculture is that land is a renewable resource, but

it is not'a renewable resourct in the manner in which we have used it. We

'have consumed half of the topsoil in the Corn Belt in the 100 years that we

.have.farmed commercially there, topsoil which took 750 million years to ,

produce. This is not a renewable activity; this is a consutptive activity.

The only4eason we 'do not define it that way is that our planning horizon

is short;,4111. do not think far enought into the future.

So we talked some abt hoW,:when resources are used consumptively, and

particularly when technologies'-a$ capital intensive, the relationship

beWeen people. and resources is frequently reduced to job dependency.

SomebOdy else is providing the capital, somebody else- is providing the

technology. You may 'or-may not participate in that, but what you see is a

M out of that resource. And in thatAtuation,_oUr political perspective
t

tends to be limited. How wealth and income produced.by-those resources is

distributed in these communities becomes a political question, or it does

'not become a question. In the.hunky dory world, it is not aquestion--and:

that is the world we lived in for quite a long time.

But in the world we live in now, it is a political question, and the

marketplace is simply not an adequate allocor of these costs and

benefits. The political process that is invoked in many situations, and

will continue to be invoked, is critical.. Whether the democratic system

functions well enough determines in large part how the people associated

with ,those resources are either going to benefit from them or be denied

their product.

To summarize ourlocal development discussion; we might re-state the

old Jeffersonian observation that "self-government is always better than

good government," "self-development is always better than good develop-

ment." /.

I might add a footnote of my own: three or four simple remarks about

the ownership and use of resources in the agricultural context. (This may
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pertai more to Marion Clawson's paper than the four case studies, but you
.

can tree this as a fifth case study if #ou want to.)

One is that, more and more f ownership of agrfLitural resources is not

related-to the use-; that is, use,decisions are increasingly made by someone

other than land owners. ,This is particularly interesting because our land

heritage involves an assumption that the right of ownership _will, promote

the exercise of responsibility. The family farm itself is'the ctIltural

embodiment offthat idea, the owner-operator somehow has a long-term

interest, sees beyond the short planning horizon, and will exercise both a

bundle of rights and a bundle of responsibilities that go with 'rt.

Of course, because we have had so muchand, and because we have been a

labor-short agriculture for so many years, we seem to set aside the bundle

of responsibilities and settle on the opportunity that the bundle of rights

provided. S think there is increasing evidence thit that is not going to

hold up any more. The motivation for owning agricultural land his nothing

to do any more with the opportunity to work, which is what the motiVation

once was. If you have to work land to pay for it, you cannot afford it.

Now, the motivation for own ng land is to claim-a social piroduct,from

it, to claim, the income from it. Every year throughout the 1970s, capital

gains from land price appreciatio exceeded^net farm income. It was worth

more every year to- "own land than it wascto farm'it..' In that Context, the`

investment decisions become e y different they become very mixed. One of

the 'by-products of this is the rise of management as the important function

inthe'entrepreneurial scheme; it is not'ownership that is-important. any
_ I

more and it is not labor, it is management.

. However, where the real concentration has occurred in American

agriqulture is not in land ownership, although that is not an insignificant
)

feature, as t

anunction.
ta have shown.. The real level of concentration is in the

management We have the;capacity now, with our technology and

,

with this level of concentration and management, and with the short .

planning horizon'that I talked-about, to .do great daMage in. American

agriculture with respect to the resource base itself.

I am afraid that.it is hard to relate that to poverty direCtly.
1

think we like to see victims in poverty- analysis, and I think this
,

conference is asking the right question's, but maybe we are framing our

analyses a little wrong as we go along. I think the question is not the
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relationship between poor people and resources, but the relationship

between rich people and resources, or more precisely, those who do con of

resources. What 4s'their motivation, how do they use them, how do ey get

control over them, and how do they keep control/ These are_bigger ques-

tions. .

I think fhat,there.is a great deal going `on in American agriculture

that props.* inefficient farms and inefficient land use patterns. I also

know there is a great deal in the tax ,code that props up inefficient use of

resources. T,know that .the payment-in-kind (PIK,/ program has simply

undergirded those decisions. that were made to avelop irrigation in areas

of the state of Febraska where it simply, is not good economics and simply

not efficient.

. The separation of o ership from operation constitutes a subtle trend.

It is not, for instance, simply absentee investors and corporatiohs who
.

take an interest in land, (although they clearly do). Instead,

process.of separation is an evolutionary, process that occurs within the

farm structure, within the mainstream commercial family farm in subtle

ways.

It used to be that. if and .h faMily could burn the mortgage,
. .

could pay for the farm, start one child or maybe two in farming, send-the

rest of them-to college, and ,pay for their own retirement, it was enough;

it was what,life was about. Those were essentially the cultural goals of

American agriculture.

;Well, if you are archild on the family farm today and you inherit a

quarter section of land--well, begging the pardon of all the people who

work in academic institutions here--a college degree is not worth atlfuarter

section of Iowa farmland, not by a long shot.

Paled if all you get out of that family farm is an education, you have

been disinherited. Now:that creates different motivations, it certainly
does. What happens is we create devices by,which we can divide the

ownership of that farm among all the heirs so that none of them is dia-
.

inherited, without breaking up the operation of Ade"farm, without breaking

up :that management unit. We need to keep that management unit concentrated

because that is what the economies of scale are.

So, what do we do? The most popular device, not the only'one but the

most popular one, has been to incorporate the faidly farm; and then you
Nr"
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pass on-stock to the kids. Such a device also has biglpestate tax

advantages because you- can make .gifts in e- form of stock and avoid the

state taxes.
,

Well, that is fine, except what that does is strange. Most of these

children are not going to farm. You see your brothers and sisters run off

to St. Louis, Chicago, Minneapolis, and other'dens of inequity, and they

a get married,'and they marry badly, or they haveichildren; and what happens.

is that suddenly all of the ,problems that, were bad enough when they were

just family problems are now farm finance problems .'

The one heir who is on the farm is a minority' stockholder in a

corporation over which he has a lot less contrc i. than he wishes. And h

begins to 'oehive differently,with a managerial function in'mind that

changes his attitude toward land. And that changes his.attitude toward the

social Pro:duct and who should claim it.

All of that 'i6`" by way of saying that this process of separation of-

ownership from operation of resources, ownership from.use and control,. is a

dynamic that is tied: to the growing value of resoui7cep proportional to 'the

population base. yet we have not found a way to address the problem. The

growing concentration of control is as much a problem as the growing
_

concentration of ownership. The marketplace is a poor distributor'of,-

;rights and res n bilities in this kind.of a system.

We need to onsider more than we have so far in this cont'erence the

question of. what end-use resources are put bib. I do not think that is an

independent variable. I think we have been accepting it too much as an

independent variable. For example,' the development issues faced by Wyomihg

farmers and ranchers in the area of coal development cannot be considered,

absent a discussion of how, that coal s used. A good-part of the'coal is

sent to Nebraska, ,where it is turned into electricity to irrigate the sand

hills region of thCstate. We would like to believe that that means we are'

feeding the. .hungry world. That, Of-course, is the political rhetoric that

is behind that kind of activity: But we do not produce corn to feed a

hungry world. Nebraska agriculturg provides 85 percent of the corn that is

shipped to Japan, now our largest single export market for corn. Our

irrigation in the sand hills of-Yebraska is tied to assumptions about the

Dture Of the export market. The most important political economy issue in

the state of rebraska is the relative value of the yen to' the dollar. That,
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also shapes our opinion a great deal about the automobile industry in this
AN.

country.

-The point is that as we deplete the -Ogallala Aquifer, which we are

doing, Congress becomes concerned becausegthere is a lot'of'economic

developMent activity associated with the current use of the Ogallala
4

Aquifer. Moreover, it is the kind of activity which most o the people in

this conference wo9.4 probably say was pretty good development activity:

it is primarily indigenous; that is, almost all oilk.the'ceneer pivot irr;Iga"-

tion systems manufactured in the world ard`made.in the region. MOst of the

energy used to drive them is produCed in the region. Most, although surely

not all, of thee'irrigation is done by family fa::msl, kbeit many of them are

on the road to becoming. something different, as I pointed out a minute ago:

'A lot of people would'say that was pretty good,development activity --

in fact, when Congress is-Aware of the threat .to the:futUre,of this
. . 7

economic activity bocause of declines in the water tablN, they spend $6

million on a study, the High Plains' study, to decide how we can continue

irrigation activity in the face of declining groundwater.

What they are talking about is diverting the Missouri River to provide

the water that now comes out of the Ogalla;.a. There are' also government

programs to encourage water conservation and a host of other activities..

To myand this does not get to the heart of the issue. We have over-

capitalized agriculture in the Great _Plains, and We produce tot, much corn,

and that corn does not have any place to go. We cannot sell it at a price

that will justify what we have invested in Great Plains irrigation.

So Congress should have been asking: What Is the best use of the

Ogallala Aquifer? What is the best use of the Great Plains, and how do we

get ourselves out of the situation that we are In?' I think that is the.
.

important questidn.
;

In other words, what happens when development fails? Boy do we

redirect development efforts that appear to have.gone.aWry? SO the end-use

to which* the resource is put is not an independent variable, it is a very

important one.


